TO OUR GUESTS
Commencement is the highlight of the academic year. It is that significant occasion, both solemn and joyful, when we honor those students who have completed their courses of study. Commencement is important to you, the university and its faculty, staff and students. While the university respects the rights of all to express their views, we require that any such expressions during these Commencement proceedings neither disrupt the ceremony nor prevent others from enjoying it.

LAND ACKNOWLEDGMENT
Towson University seeks to cultivate relationships with Native American and Indigenous communities and nations through academic pursuits, partnerships, historical recognitions, community service and enrollment efforts. These communities and nations include the Susquehannock, Nentego (Nanticoke) and the Piscataway people, who consider the land that the university currently occupies part of their ancient homeland. We hereby acknowledge the ground on which we reside so that all who come here know that we recognize our institutional history and our responsibilities to the peoples of that land and that we strive to address that history so that it guides our work in the present and the future. towson.edu/inclusionequity/diversity/recognizing-indigenous-people-land.html

ALMA MATER
Oh Towson, our Alma Mater
Set up on the hill,
Where bells of our Stephens Hall
Ring proudly ever-still
Make more than your memories
Take the lessons learned
They give us each our story
As the pages turn
From different paths we’ve come
Down different paths we’ll go
With change and through time
Our spirits grow
Oh Towson, our Al-ma Mater
Make your story told
And find moments to look back
To days of black and gold

ORDER A KEEPSAKE COPY OF A FULL PROGRAM
Degree candidates may order up to two complimentary keepsake copies of the program. Visit towson.edu/orderspring24. Note: A Student Net ID is required to log in and place an order.
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CONGRATULATIONS FROM PRESIDENT GINSBERG

Dear Class of 2024,

On behalf of everyone at Towson University, I extend my heartfelt congratulations on reaching this incredible milestone.

Today’s ceremony is a truly joyous occasion—for you and your classmates, your family and loved ones, our faculty and staff, and our entire university community. It is a celebration in recognition of all that you have achieved and all that you will accomplish in the future.

While Commencement marks the formal conclusion of your academic program at TU, I am confident that it is a step toward your continuing and life-long pursuit of knowledge. It has been said the most successful people never stop learning. Today will be the day that you launch your unwavering and unending commitment to your field of study, your career, your community and your family.

I hope you enjoy today and experience a sense of great pride, knowing you have gained the knowledge, skills and wisdom to overcome career and life challenges. You leave our campus well-prepared to make a difference in important and consequential ways. This is your charge: to help solve the problems of our time and to help make life better for us all.

You now become members of a distinguished group—Towson University alumni—joining more than 192,000 Tigers across the globe who are making a positive impact every day. I know you will carry on this legacy and show the world just what it means to be a Towson Tiger.

You have earned your stripes, and as you know, a Tiger never loses its stripes. Go forth with the knowledge and experience you’ve gained at TU, and continue to make us all #TUpround.

And always remember—let’s roar together. Go Tigers!

Sincerely,

Mark R. Ginsberg, Ph.D.
President
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UNIVERSITY TRADITIONS

Regalia

Commencement is both a celebration and an academic ceremony. As such, Towson University is guided by the Academic Costume Code as outlined by the American Council on Education (ACE). All Commencement participants are encouraged to maintain a measure of decorum consonant with the occasion.

The caps and gowns worn by degree candidates and faculty in the academic procession have been the traditional costume of the scholar since medieval times and probably represent an adaptation of the ecclesiastical dress since many of the scholars of that period were members of monastic orders.

The bachelor’s gown is distinguished by its long pointed sleeves. The master’s gown has longer, narrower closed sleeves, extending below the knee; the arm is passed through a slit at the elbow. Finally, the doctoral gown has a full bell-shaped sleeve with three bars of velvet and an opening faced with wide velvet bands. The velvet trim may be black or of a color indicating the field of learning of the wearer or the institution from which the wearer earned their highest degree.

At Towson University, graduate students also wear hoods on top of their gowns, trimmed in a colored velvet band to indicate the degree earned.
Gold .............................................. Master of Science ......................................................... M.S.
White ........................................... Master of Arts ............................................................ M.A.
Brown .......................................... Master of Fine Arts ................................................... M.F.A.
Pink .............................................. Master of Music ............................................................ M.M.
Light Blue ................................... Master of Education ................................................... M.Ed.
Light Brown ............................... Master of Business Administration ......................... MBA
Gold .............................................. Doctor of Science .............................................. D.Sc./Sc.D.
Olive Green  ................................ Doctor of Audiology .................................................. Au.D.
Light Blue ................................... Doctor of Education .................................................... Ed.D.
Slate Blue ................................... Doctor of Occupational Therapy ............................. OTD
Royal Blue ................................... Doctor of Philosophy ........................................... Ph.D.

The Alma Mater

Two graduating students sing and sign the Towson University Alma Mater at the close of every Commencement ceremony. The music was composed by J. Kyle Richards and orchestrated by Brian Balmages.

Ceremonial Mace

The ceremonial academic mace first appeared in European universities during the 14th century and was carried before royalty, mayors of cities and chief officers of the medieval universities. The academic mace represented the amalgamation of two much older pieces of history, the regal scepter and the medieval battle mace.

The mace is considered one of academia’s most treasured symbols of office. It is a fitting symbol and combination of the requisite discipline and earned stature that comes with the academic achievement.

Towson’s University’s mace is beautifully constructed in glass, black metal, gold and maplewood coming together to represent institutional concepts and a visual history of the university. Our mace was commissioned and gifted by the late President Emerita Maravene Loeschke. It was designed and executed by four faculty members in the College of Fine Arts & Communication: Joshua DeMonte, Jenn Figg, Kimberly Hopkins and Jon Lundak.

Gonfalons and Banner Carriers

Gonfalons—also known as heraldic banners—are ceremonial banners carried on a long pole by students to represent each college, graduate studies and the Honors College. Gonfalons display the names of each college which represent different fields of study. Originally used in military and religious ceremonies, they have been a common part of educational celebrations since the Renaissance era. At Commencement, these banners line the stage, identifying the university’s academic colleges and entities.
International Flags
The university is dedicated to cultivating a global learning community and international focus in programs and curricula. The flags displayed on stage during Commencement represent a sampling of the 90 home countries of our international students, faculty, exchange scholars and visiting faculty.

Latin Honors
Latin honors are awarded by college, to undergraduate students in the top 10% of their graduating class based on the cumulative grade point average of all coursework completed in residence at Towson University. In order to be eligible to earn Latin honors, students must have earned at least 56 units in residence at Towson University. Latin honors GPA cutoffs for each college are based on the top 10% of the students from the graduating classes of the previous academic year. Students with majors in two or more colleges earn the highest Latin honors for which they are eligible. Honors are evaluated after the ceremony and will appear on the transcript and diploma when awarded.

The Presidential Medallion
The medallion is circular, symbolizing the continuous impact that Towson University has in the lives of those who learn here. The outermost circle contains the university name and location. At the center is the university seal.

University Commencement
Every spring, one ceremony features a prominent Commencement speaker from outside of the university community. The ceremony with this notable speaker will be designated as the University Commencement. Although one ceremony will carry this designation, all ceremonies are equally significant to our university community.

University Seal
The university seal is adapted from the reverse of the Great Seal of Maryland. At its center is an escutcheon, or shield, bearing the Calvert and Crossland arms quartered on an antiqued gold background. Above is an earl’s coronet and the pennants. The university’s founding year, 1866, is inscribed on a banner beneath.
**Ceremony Etiquette**

Commencement at Towson University is a formal and friendly ceremonial occasion. To ensure that all participants and guests have a positive ceremony experience, we ask that everyone in attendance demonstrates courtesies and behaviors befitting the dignity of this formal academic and personal milestone. We encourage all participants and guests to refrain from engaging in any behavior that disrupts the ceremony or prevents anyone in attendance from hearing each graduate’s name or seeing each graduate walk across the stage (e.g., audible private conversations, excessive and boisterous yelling, blocking the view of others).

**For Degree Candidates**

- All degree candidates are expected to remain at their seats until the conclusion of the ceremony and may not leave before the final recessional.
- Candidates for bachelor’s degrees, please note that the mortarboard should be worn so that it sits parallel with the ground, with the tassel hanging to the right. During the ceremony, the officiant will ask undergraduate degree candidates to move their tassels from the right front side of the mortarboard to the left as a mark of the official awarding of their degree. Master’s and doctoral candidates should wear caps with the attached tassel hanging to the left.
- Please remain seated for the duration of the ceremony. Degree candidates will be directed to stand and exit the arena when appropriate.

**For Guests**

- All seating in TU Arena is first-come first-served, general seating.
- Guests are requested to remain in their seats during the ceremony and not congregate on the concourse. Guests should also not block the aisles or passageways by attempting to greet or take photos with degree candidates.
- Tripods and other photographic or video equipment may not be placed on the floor of the arena or in the aisles as doing so creates congestion in walkways that must remain clear for safety reasons.
- To allow for the names of all degree candidates to be heard by their family members and guests, we ask all audience members to be considerate of other graduates’ guests by providing no more than 2–3 seconds of celebration or applause for their graduate. Guests who bring or use signs, fireworks, beach balls, balloons, air horns, bells or noisemakers will be asked to leave the arena.
WELCOME FROM ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

The Alumni Association commends, congratulates and celebrates the Class of 2024 on this joyous occasion! We know that your unique experiences at TU will guide you in your future endeavors. We look forward to seeing the differences that you make in this world and hope that you will stay connected, informed and involved at TU. Congratulations!

TU ALUMNI BY THE NUMBERS

192,918  
TU ALUMNI WORLDWIDE

118,780  
TU ALUMNI IN MARYLAND

90  
NUMBER OF COUNTRIES HOME TO TU ALUMNI

1,049  
NUMBER OF TU ALUMNI WHO RETURNED AS FACULTY/STAFF
GRAND MARSHALS

The role of grand marshal is traditionally held by one of the university’s longest-serving faculty members and is nominated by the dean of the academic college. The grand marshal carries the academic mace into the ceremony to signify the start of the processional.

Phillip Collister-Murray holds a Doctor of Musical Arts in vocal performance and opera from the University of Maryland, College Park and a Doctoral Performance Certificate and Master of Music in voice performance from Northwestern University. He has served as chair of the Department of Music for the last seven years and as a member of Towson’s music faculty for 27 years. His teaching includes applied voice, opera and musical direction and conducting; vocal pedagogy; and vocal literature. His directing, conducting and production credits are extensive, with far more than 50 productions over his tenure at Towson University. An active solo performer and baritone, Collister has been a featured soloist with Bach in Baltimore, the Handel Choir of Baltimore, Washington Chamber Orchestra, the Washington Bach Consort, the Maryland Handel Festival, the Washington Bach Sinfonia and internationally at the Handel Festival in Halle, Germany. He has performed with his professional ensemble, Trio Montage, in international venues in Assisi, Italy; Dublin, Ireland; and Carnegie Hall in New York City. He has performed opera roles with the Baltimore Opera Company, Maryland Lyric Opera and Maryland Opera. He is the former music director of Young Victorian Theatre Company in Baltimore and artistic director of the Maryland Arts Festival at Towson University. He has also served as the conductor of the opera studio at the Fairbanks Summer Arts Festival and a voice professor for Summer Music in Tuscany.

PHILLIP COLLISTER-MURRAY
PROFESSOR, MUSIC
**Dr. Thomas Krause** earned his bachelor’s degree in physics from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and his doctorate in physics from Ohio State University, with a thesis in nuclear theory entitled *A Study of Spurious Effects in Non-local Equations*. His results led to a series of six articles in the *Journal of Mathematical Physics*, *Annals of Physics*, and *Physical Review*. In 1976, after a visiting professorship and lectureship at Ohio State, Krause joined the faculty of the institution then known as Towson State University.

During his 48 years at Towson University, he has taught nearly every physics and astronomy course and designed many of the introductory laboratory courses offered by the Department of Physics, Astronomy and Geosciences. Krause’s teaching has impacted more than 10,000 students at Towson, including at least 35 students in independent research projects on topics ranging from quantum mechanics to orbital mechanics, galactic dynamics and general relativity. He was inducted into the Towson University chapter of the physics honor society Sigma Pi Sigma in 1979 and was recognized with the Fisher College of Science & Mathematics Excellence in Teaching award in 2013.

As a scholar, Krause has served as a reviewer for many well-known textbooks including *Astronomy: The Cosmic Journey* by Hartmann, *Light, Color and Vision* by Falk and *Astronomy* by Pasachoff. He is also co-author of an 830-page test bank for the leading astronomy textbook *Universe* by Freedman, Geller and Kaufmann.

**Bob Kasmir** has been a visiting professor and a lecturer in the Department of Accounting for 15 years. He primarily teaches financial, managerial and intermediate accounting at the undergraduate and graduate levels. A certified public accountant, Kasmir began his career as an accountant in the Audit and Tax Department for Arthur Anderson in Washington, D.C. He received a Bachelor of Science in accounting from Kent State University and his MBA from George Washington University. Kasmir will be retiring from Towson University at the end of this semester and looks forward to spending more time with his family and travelling.

**Terry Cooney** received his bachelor’s degree from Harvard College in 1970 and his doctorate from the State University of New York at Stony Brook in 1976. In that same year, he accepted a position as assistant professor of American History at The University of Puget Sound in Washington State. Over the next three decades there, he rose through the faculty ranks, published several articles and two books on American intellectual and cultural history, served as associate dean, and completed his time there with eight years as academic vice president. In 2006, he came to Towson University as dean of the College of Liberal Arts and served in that role until 2020. From 2014 onward, he has also been the rector of the Honors College and, happily, for the last four years, an active faculty member in honors and history.
Betsy Neville joined Towson as the chair of the special education department after a long career in the Baltimore County Public Schools as a speech/language pathologist, special education administrator and district coordinator of related services. She earned a bachelor’s in speech pathology and audiology and a master’s in speech pathology from Towson University before earning her doctorate in special education from Johns Hopkins University. Under Neville’s leadership, the department has expanded program offerings and increased student enrollment, earning the department the distinction of graduating the largest number of special educators in Maryland. She mentors newly appointed and current chairs across the university as the FACET leadership fellow and coordinates the elementary/middle and secondary/adult special education undergraduate major. Neville is the recipient of more than $5 million in grants with research that focuses on classroom assessment accommodations and modifications for students with disabilities, UDL, IHE program development and culturally responsive and inclusive practices.

H. Wayne Nelson has earned three bachelor’s and master’s degrees in history and the humanities, an MBA and a doctorate in adult education and gerontology. He previously served in the Oregon State Executive Service and as deputy director of the Oregon Long-Term Care Ombudsman’s Office. Since joining Towson, Nelson has served the College of Health Professions as director of the Office of Collaborative Programs, coordinator for the health care management program and as the inaugural chair of the Department of Health Sciences. His commitment beyond TU includes leadership with organizations such as The National Citizens Coalition for Nursing Home Reform, the National Long-Term Care Ombudsman Resource Center and the National Association for State Long-Term Care Ombudsman Programs. He was made a fellow of the social research and public policy of the Gerontological Society of America “in recognition of outstanding achievement and exemplary contributions to the field of gerontology.” Nelson is also a retired colonel and former deputy commander of the 10th Medical Regiment of the Maryland State Defense Force (MDDF). He was coordinating officer for Operation Lifeline, organizing more than 100 volunteer medical personnel for the Hurricane Katrina relief effort, earning him his second State of Maryland Meritorious Service Medal (MSM).
SPECIAL ROLE PARTICIPANTS

COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS & COMMUNICATION

WEDNESDAY, MAY 22, 10 A.M.

Soloist: Rachel Schneider
Signer: Destinee Bouldin, Shamyra Shelvin
Graduate Speaker: Sha-Nel Henderson
Undergraduate Speaker: Candace Poulard
Graduate Banner Carrier: Tameka Shelford
Honors Banner Carrier: Owen Black
Undergraduate Banner Carrier: Valeria Amaya

THE JESS AND MILDRED FISHER

COLLEGE OF SCIENCE & MATHEMATICS

WEDNESDAY, MAY 22, 3 P.M.

Soloist: Kwame Coker
Signer: Rachel Plumley
Graduate Speaker: Marcus Rose
Undergraduate Speaker: Dajaha Kenney
Graduate Banner Carrier: Daryna Soloviova
Honors Banner Carrier: Phoebe Calkins
Undergraduate Banner Carrier: Scott Gallagher

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS & ECONOMICS

THURSDAY, MAY 23, 10 A.M.

Soloist: Jennifer Smith
Signer: Anthony Hernandez
Graduate Speaker: Priscilla Nornoo
Undergraduate Speaker: Brooklyn Neubert
Graduate Banner Carrier: Margaret Sanford
Honors Banner Carrier: Nawal Ali
Undergraduate Banner Carrier: Kimberly Paliza
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS

THURSDAY, MAY 23, 3 P.M.

Soloist: Ren Neely
Signer: Kylie Kerr
Graduate Speaker: Paige Chase
Honorary Student Greetings: Jordan Colquitt, SGA President
Undergraduate Speaker: Jordan McConville
Graduate Banner Carrier: Emily Johns
Honors Banner Carrier: Parker Cross
Undergraduate Banner Carrier: Samuel Smith

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

FRIDAY, MAY 24, 10 A.M.

Soloist: Katherine Verhoeven
Signer: Parker Cross
Graduate Speaker: Stephanie Mojibola
Undergraduate Speaker: Haley Short
Graduate Banner Carrier: Rayna Heckman
Honors Banner Carrier: Naomi Barnett
Undergraduate Banner Carrier: Devani Sharma

COLLEGE OF HEALTH PROFESSIONS

FRIDAY, MAY 24, 3 P.M.

Soloist: Samantha Farmer
Graduate Speaker: Jacqueline Blair
Undergraduate Speaker: Jayla Lowery
Graduate Banner Carrier: Ariaunna Shaw
Honors Banner Carrier: Elisabeth Maddox
Undergraduate Banner Carrier: Amelia Wisniewski
## HONORS COLLEGE | SPRING 2024

The Honors College at Towson University provides an enhanced undergraduate experience for talented and high-achieving students. Honors College graduates have pursued scholarly opportunities including interdisciplinary seminars and research. Upon completion of 24 honors units and meeting grade point average requirements, graduates earn the designation of university scholar. This appears on each graduate’s transcript and diploma.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zaire Maya Abraham</th>
<th>Chaz K’Da Edwards</th>
<th>Josiah Timothy Nieguid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Kehinde Akingbehin</td>
<td>Natalie C. Flanders</td>
<td>Chidimma Desiree Obeleagu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elianna Rose Albert</td>
<td>Zara Joy Freeland</td>
<td>Glory Chidinma Omodia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nawal O. Ali</td>
<td>Kelley J. Garrison</td>
<td>Danylle Mary Otteni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leah Jadynv Alkire</td>
<td>Georgette Awaah George</td>
<td>Samuel Forbes Patterson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacquelyn Nathaly Amaya</td>
<td>Zolani Sekou Grady</td>
<td>Abigail Grace Paul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alicia Renee Anthony</td>
<td>Vanessa Calhoun Gregorio</td>
<td>Taylor Marie Perkowski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Uloma AnyaIwechi</td>
<td>Julienne Nicole Arboleda Guevarra</td>
<td>Cassandra B. Phillips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Taylor Asbury</td>
<td>Eber Antonio Guzman Cruz</td>
<td>Rachel L. Plumley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Elizabeth Baber</td>
<td>Kaija Marie Harlow</td>
<td>Austin Gerald Raymond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naomi Carrington Barnett</td>
<td>Samantha Nicole Hawes</td>
<td>Melissa Grace Rayo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadie Ann Barrett</td>
<td>Morgan Patrice Hawkins</td>
<td>Rowan Marie Reusing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malik Chabala Barry</td>
<td>Hannah Adair Herman</td>
<td>Alexander Rogers Shipley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aja Baruti</td>
<td>Laura Christine Hopkins</td>
<td>Arjun Singh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owen Bowers Black</td>
<td>Mckenna Kimberly Howells</td>
<td>Emily Elisabeth Spencer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Makaelan Christen Bond</td>
<td>Leila Mohamed Ibrahim</td>
<td>Josephine Stahl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia Paige Brady</td>
<td>Annie Helen Keele</td>
<td>Jacob Michael Stanley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faith Marie Brennan</td>
<td>Lauren Michelle Lambdin</td>
<td>Sabrina Katherine Sutter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoebe Hope Calkins</td>
<td>Olasubomi David Lawal</td>
<td>Daniel Szczepanik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sumra Chaudhry</td>
<td>Feonil Garcia Limiac</td>
<td>Victor Michael Terranova</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soo In Cho</td>
<td>Jayla Chanel Lowery</td>
<td>Rianna Lenae Thomas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jean Louise Ciscell</td>
<td>Elisabeth M. Maddox</td>
<td>Logan R. Turner-Mannix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elijah Clarke</td>
<td>Shannon Campbell Markward</td>
<td>Nathan Daniel Usi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maya Faith Cobb</td>
<td>Jordan May McConville</td>
<td>N’Deye Vashiti Walton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Elizabeth Cook</td>
<td>Mary Kathryn McDonald</td>
<td>Taylor Jade Washington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker Mae Cross</td>
<td>Elizabeth Helen McMillan</td>
<td>Erica P. Wattanarungsikajorn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Anne De Groff</td>
<td>Kai Ayanna Merriman</td>
<td>Britney Marie Whittington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briana Carolyn-Marie DeMarcy</td>
<td>Lydia Carolyn Miller</td>
<td>Mya Williams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audrey Grace Detrow</td>
<td>Colin Mullican</td>
<td>Nicholas John Wynn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiala Devine</td>
<td>Jocelyn Denise Mundy</td>
<td>Abigail M. Zaversnik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Dreiss</td>
<td>Julia L. Murphy</td>
<td>Renee Susan Neely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristin Natalia D’Souza</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Learn more about these university scholars by visiting towson.edu/honorsconvocation. All have a unique story forged from the desire to make the most of their time and the opportunities at Towson University. Like others before them who are now studying at Oxford, serving in the Peace Corps and working at top firms such as Brown Advisory, these individuals will pursue professional opportunities across the country and around the world. They will be leaders in business and industry, education, public service, social service and the arts. With their completion of rigorous academic and cocurricular experiences at TU, the university is proud and grateful to celebrate the successes of this accomplished group of students and alumni.
### CANDIDATES AND DEGREES GRANTED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>College</th>
<th>Degrees Granted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>College of Fine Arts &amp; Communication</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fisher College of Science &amp; Mathematics</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Business &amp; Economics</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Liberal Arts</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Education</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Health Professions</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS & COMMUNICATION

WEDNESDAY, MAY 22 • 10 A.M. • TU ARENA
WINTER 2024

BACHELOR'S DEGREE

ART + DESIGN
Kristen Noel Landsman

COMMUNICATION STUDIES
Myrka Carino
Helena Raquell Dejene
Nicholas Peter Lazarides
Diego Alexis Motta

DANCE PERFORMANCE & CHOREOGRAPHY
Natasha Haley Ames

MASS COMMUNICATION
Briana N. Hicks

SPRING 2024

MASTER OF FINE ARTS

STUDIO ART

Caroline Creeden is an interdisciplinary artist and educator living in Ellicott City, Maryland. She holds a Bachelor of Fine Arts in fibers and a master's in teaching from the Maryland Institute College of Art. Her work focuses on themes of memory, history, ancestry, material culture and the natural world. In her current work, Creeden explores 19th-century women's and children's roles in perpetuating racial hierarchies while reflecting on her own family history by using intricate painted and drawn patterns, textiles, ceramics, video and photography. As a researcher, she was awarded the Maker-Creator Fellowship at the Winterthur Museum, Library and Gardens to study historical wallpaper, textiles and ceramic transferware and the John D. Rockefeller Library research fellowship at the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation to study the role of oyster shells in Colonial American life. She was awarded the Langenberg Legacy Fellowship for civic engaged art and the France-Merrick Fellowship to run an environmental arts program. Creeden is a full-time public school art educator working with foundation and advanced art students.

THEATRE ARTS

Kai DonDero grew up in the southern tier of New York but has roots in Baltimore. They have an associate degree from SUNY Corning Community College and a bachelor's in theatre and performance from SUNY Purchase. As a playwright and storyteller, DonDero strives to be multidisciplinary: working with directing, devising and any theatre art form they can to create new work. All their work is done to challenge biased systems while finding connection with the self and body. Theatre is an art form, and art is the magic system of earth.

Tracy "Symphony" Hall holds a bachelor's in theatre arts and a minor certification in music-vocal performance from Morgan State University. Hall is an active alum of the Ira Aldridge Players (IAP) and a member of Alpha Psi Omega (National Theater Honor Society). Recently, she has created programs and developed curriculum that will allow children early exposure to theatre while enhancing reading and language development. She is the director of the Performing Arts Ministry at Life Music Christian Fellowship (LMCF) and has received training and certification as a teaching artist through Chesapeake Shakespeare Company, Summer Arts Learning Academy (SALA) and Dance & BMore. In 2021, Hall was commissioned by Rep Stage as a playwright to premiere her piece in LOVE/languages that featured the writings of various DMV-selected playwrights. Hall made her directorial, playwright and acting debut at the Strand Theatre in 2022 in the production of "Framing My America" that opened as part of Free Fall Baltimore celebrations. She is premiering her "Comedic Conversation" through the East Coast and can also be seen in local schools as Symphony The Living Doll, spreading the message of self-love and kindness toward others.

Sha-Nel Henderson, also known as The Top Talker, is a cultural communications curator from Indianapolis, Indiana. She intertwines her passion for community, performance and advocacy through the art of communication. The desire to learn new ways to intersect social change, dialogue and theatre led her to pursue a Master of Fine Arts in theatre at Towson University. Henderson's work does not revolve around concepts of elitist theatre but involves utilizing the art form in nontraditional ways, allowing for storytelling to unconventionally connect people. As the curator of the Black Theatre Block Party, she believes in creating innovative spaces for people to experience storytelling that speaks to them personally and artistically.
Alanna Kiewe is an artist who strives to make the worlds she inhabits full of magic. She holds a master’s in theater education from the University of Northern Colorado and is excited to be leaving Towson with an MFA in theatre. As a child, she spent most summers building fairy houses and running through her backyard as a knight casting spells. As Kiewe grew older, she discovered a thirst to explore topics of sexuality, inclusion, feminism, trauma, relationships and communication in her art. This passion and creativity led her to her current practice where she creates visually dynamic worlds where watchers are transported to mystical lands where the morals and lessons of society are explored. Her first written piece “Becoming Wendy” was just produced onstage at COFAC. In her spare time, she directs shows around the Baltimore community. Kiewe believes the pictures created onstage are essential to reaching audiences. With this belief, she hopes to go into the world and create aesthetically fantastical blocking, designs and educational opportunities for the stage.

Jamaal McCray is an interdisciplinary artist, mixing the oral tradition, myth, pop culture references and spirituality into a theatrical experience. He earned a bachelor’s from the University of Maryland in theatre performance. His influences include the DVD player he grew up with, X-Men action figures, Nicki Minaj and stand-up comedians. McCray is currently producing a series of original audio plays, which he says bridges the gap of theater accessibility in a socially distant, digital age. His goal was to earn his MFA to bring theater education into non-theater spaces.

Debra Buonaccorsi McWilliams is a creator, performer and teacher of theatre and music. After receiving her bachelor’s in theatre from NYU, she began her professional career as an actor, working at LaMaMa E.T.C., Arena Stage, Ford’s Theatre, Signature Theatre, Olney Theatre Center and Open Circle Theatre among others. She is the co-founder and creator of Dizzy Miss Lizzie’s Roadside Revue, an inter-genre, interdisciplinary hybrid theatre company/rock band/roving band of troubadours. DMLRR’s original works have been produced at The New York Musical Festival, The Kennedy Center Millennium Stage, The Capital Fringe Festival and the Keegan Theatre. Dizzy Miss Lizzie’s Roadside Revue was awarded the 2012 Helen Hayes-John Aniello Award for Outstanding Emerging Theatre Company.

Michael Vincent is Technical Director at Johns Hopkins University Theatre where he has been the program’s production designer since 2009, most recently designing aspects of The Clouds, The Cherry Orchard, and Galileo. At Towson University, he recently designed lights for Becoming Wendy, a premier by Alanna Kiewe. In the past few years he has worked in Baltimore with ArtsCentric as technical director for RENT, and The Strand Theatre and Fell’s Point Corner Theatre as set designer. He has recently taught Devising Theatre: Moment Work and Elements of Theatrical Design at Hopkins. He is beyond grateful for the instruction, mentoring, and interdisciplinary education he found in the MFA program at Towson University.

**INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS INFUSION**

Joshua Albert Michael Chrobak
Emily Rose Hysell
Tiffany Nicole Tucker

**MUSIC**

Gabrielle E. Stanback

**MUSIC EDUCATION**

Stacey Anne Fitzgerald
Tashio Virgil Jefferson
Katherine Anne Sellers
Daniel Vincent Stinchcomb
Renee Marie Weller

**MUSIC PEDAGOGY**

Rachel L. Schneider

**POST-BACCALAUREATE CERTIFICATE**

**APPLIED MUSIC**

Nathaniel Roy Esaw Jr.
Rachel L. Schneider
Katherine Anne Sellers

**ARTS INTEGRATION**

Renalou Guina Albano
Starlyn Michelle Hacker
Emily A. Kavanagh

**DESIGN FOR USER EXPERIENCE (UX)**

Stephanie Nicole Detorie Young

**BACHELOR’S DEGREE**

**ACTING**

Jeremiah Elliott Catoe
William Thomas Memmott
Alexander Francis Mungo
Tsakirai Mutomo
David J. Norris
Tia Nellie Thomas
Serena L. Walker

**ART EDUCATION**

Danielle Lee Frere
Grace F. Welsh

**COMMUNICATION MANAGEMENT**

Abdullah Mohammed A. Al Mahfuth
Darius Beckford
Jermaine Bell
Sophia Lauren Berta

Samantha V. Bonney
Aaliyah Melanie Brooks
Luders Alex Desire
Adaeze Ezechukwu
Tomozia Hydeia Graves
Kayla A. Kozak
Isaiah Pinkney
Tameka Una Shelford
Maria Victoria Villegas
Muhammad Kamal Waheed
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ART + DESIGN
Safiya Kayla Adam
Valeria Liany Alicea
Macaya Quinn Allen
Silas Bold
Gabriel Isiaia Elan Broadwater
Darran Germaine Byrd
Nina Cajic
Japhet C. Chukwuma
Katherine Elizabeth Cook
Vanessa Rose Delemans
Eleanor Elizabeth Davis
Maddison Dakota Delewski
Jonathan Carlos Dela Paz
Christopher Obieze Des-Ogugua
John Edward Diggs
Jacob Raymond Elliott
Darren Leonard Freeman III
Courtney Amanda Gehr
Kayla Gillis
Davina Taylor Graybill
John Nicholas Gyimesi
Kelly Martinez Hall
Emma Rose Hartzog
Alvin Rahardian Hidayat
Kai Hopkins
Michelle Alexis Hurst
Raina Ibrahim
Laura Ann Jackson
Evanthia Maria Kaminaris
Autumn Nicole Katsourou
Parker H. Keisling
Anna Sewell Killingstad
Brooke Haylee Krugman
Kate Mackenzie Kuc
Vinze Paul Castillo Laurden
Ye Rang Lee
Megan Credence Lopus
Paris Marino
Kellan Kai Yuien Marriott
Kylie Shyanne McDaniel
Elizabeth Sumner McFadden
Isabella Karen Miller
Dietrich John Mischke
Leona Arsenia Montvillo
Naya N. Moore
Luna Novara
Tyler Marie Oglesby
Teddy Okerson
Rachel Anne Palmer

Jordan Madison Paul
Adriyanna Elizabeth Peet
Jesse Price
Taylor Kathryn Rarig
Phoebe Andrea Reiter
Emily Rebecca Schoer
Logan Mcgowan Schooley
Emily M. Seth
Aliza Michelle Shalvi
Patrick Michael Sheridan III
David J. Shinn
Brian Henry Shipley
Alyssa Ann Simmons
Katherine Eleanor Gerber Smith
Walter Sosa
Tyler Spear
Kaelan Speirs
Sara B. Stanley
Ashton Michael Taylor
Thomas Reid Tucker III
Shayla Antoinette Waldron
Markaila Tyshae Watson
Valerie M. West
Morgan Lynne Yeckley
Ngun Kawcia Zathang
Justin Zhao

ART EDUCATION
Macaya Quinn Allen
Maddison Dakota Delewski
Davina Taylor Graybill
Emma Rose Hartzog
Laura Ann Jackson
Autumn Nicole Katsourou
Kylee Shyanne McDaniel
Dietrich John Mischke

ART HISTORY
Chelsea Taylor Cline
Katherine Elizabeth Cook
Markiya Gothard
Emma J. Haring
Regan Elizabeth Hyde
Corinne Sophia Kirby
Patrick Michael Sheridan III

COMMUNICATION STUDIES
Alivia Lynn Aiken
Mark Akinbayo
Paige Marie Alban
Laiana Banks
Jayson Theodore Baskett
Gabrielle P. Brothers
Faith Ann Butler
Helena Aurora Caaya
Ashley Morgan Caplan
Asia Pearl Carrington
Josue A. Ceron
Alyssa Brooke Cohen
William J. Connor
Autumn Cunningham
Nicholas Michael Demaio
Christopher Driggins
Joshua Tristan Fisher
Alejandro Andres Garzon
Grace Elisabeth Gaydosh
Adam Michael Gentry
Victoria Mary Katherine Greenia
Sydney Aberdeen Guest
Bradley Tod Hall
Kendra Harris
Noah Sterling Cinque Harris
Ally Elizabeth Hickman
Katherine Mary Hormes
Joshua Luke Hornberger
Brianna Marie Howard
Selia Marian Jackson
Hasani Bakari James
Devin Elise Kaestner
Bemnette Alemayehu Kassa
Gavin Christopher Kihn
Alexander Purnell King
Olivia Noel Kuehner
Olivia Heaven Lucas
Baily Camden Lynch
Rebecca Peyton Meldron
Zarina Aaliyah Moore
Aiden Michael Moran
Obinna G. Nwaeze
Joseph Olugbenga Oywol
Mora Elizabeth Perl
Isabella Christina Portokalis
Candace Noreen Poullard
Evan Alexander Rabinowitz
Morgan Nicole Restivo
Matthew Turner Ross
Devonne Elias Saint Pierre
Nyla Nicole Sampson
Anna Elise Schipske
Trenton Edward Stewart
Elsa Elyse Turner
Hailey R. Walden
Camryn Erin Yi

DANCE PERFORMANCE & CHOREOGRAPHY
Madeline Rose Anderson
Destinee Alexys Bouldin
Elias William Brzezinski
Kelly Rachel Gogliuzza
Kaylie Natalya Gonzalez
Mikhail Antonio Gordon
Rachel Renee Handshew
Jessie Augustine Hardison
Marley McGee Pichowiak
Molly Catherine Rabon
Sonja Evelyn Stahl

ELECTRONIC MEDIA & FILM
Valerie Abrego Amaya
Kevin Akakpo
Ronald Alexander Alfaro
Celeste Anora Allanach
Luis M. Altamirano
Marvin Anthony Alvarez
Carlos Ayala
Juliana Caitlin Belt
Terrell Tyrese Bent
Owen Bowers Black
Jacob Samuel Blue
Jonathan Boccella
Jason Alexander Boehm
Michael John Bonfils
Seantia N. Bryant
Robert Gilman Budar-Danoff
Dominic David Cangialosi
Molli Chang
Garland Lee Crosby III
Drew Harrison Cunningham
Hayden P. Davis
Carly Ann Dernetz
Sarah Vaughan Dunphy
Steele Ezekiel Felts
Kyle James Flickinger
Sidharth S. Gopinath
Elijah Maurer Green
Chase Grey-Coker
Fisher Arden Hansson
Erik Jacob Hubscher
Hunter M. Hudson
Lucas G. Huie
Sara Woldmariam Isaac
Adrian Javier Iassisi
Armani N. Jackson
Nigel Hillary Kassembe
Tessa Margaret Keller
Shane Steven King
Daniel Nicholas Kundrat
Jackson Waller LeBlanc
Jacob Michael Leftwich
Robert Wesley Linda
Drew Lustig
Vanessa Mazariegos
Katelyn Sabrina Menjivar
Gavin Arthur Middleton
Ethan Michael Molinar
Aaron Michael Monegain
Briand Morales
Marquis Xavier-William Newhouse
Nadira Nicole Nichols
Mubarak Oyegunle
Jeb Kane Pappas
Imani Diane Perry
Thomas Gerald Podlesak
Christopher Joseph Prygocki
Perryn Rico Publico
Kyle D. Purdum
Kris Stark
Rowan Marie Reusing
Benjamin William Rivenburgh
Alyssa Lorraine Salkin
Richard Charles Samuels III
Grant Smith
Steven A. Smith
Daniel Song
Benjamin Joseph Strigle
Ryan M. Sullivan
Logan Turner-Mannix
Satori Ali Valentine
Alexis Constance Veizis
Zach Seth Walman
Darryl Warren
Grace Elizabeth Whaley
Brendan Isaac Wieder
Ramiel Marcell Williams
Daniel Joseph Wise
Nicholas John Wynn

MASS COMMUNICATION
Daniel Kumilachew Admasu
Annamarie Hardenia Akpan
Alicia Renee Anthony
Muzafar Aube Bacchus
Carissa Nicole Barclay
Justice Abraham Battle
Leyla Maria Bedford
Muluken Gebeyehu Bizuneh
Beverlyn Boamah
William Marshall Boram
Julia Elizabeth Bowling
Quincy Marquis Broadnax
Kaitlyn Caroline Brock
Griffin H. Brown
Jordan Christian Bugg
Lauren R. Burden
Edward E. Callahan
Fatoumata Binta Camara
Alexis Anaiah Campbell
Leah Michelle Chisholm
Sydney Corinne Cobbs
Bradley Spencer Comer
Faith Memunatu Cooper
Samantha Elise Cox
Timara Tijae Crawley-Pratt
Skye Cunningham
Jada Ashley Davis
Jared Marshall Dawkins
Jasmine Taylor Dean
Kailey Deener
Lily Marlene Densmore
Jalon S. Dixon
Gabriel M. Donahue
Sophie Dor
LoRae Kevenonne Dortch
Lauder Dee Downard
Hannah Elizabeth Dubois
Megan Sidney Duffy
Reagan Elizabeth Dunn
Nkiruka Justina Duruji
Damon Raimon Edwards II
Bodior Elliott
Elizabeth Grace Elly
Jessica Morgan Enright
Abigail Barchette Fackler
Maritura Aiesha Falchetti
Beau Fighiera
Ashton Cierra Fischer
Christopher Ethan Paul Fitch
Julia K. Fluke
James Wyatt Freas
Skylar Rose Galiano-Holmes
Adonica Joi-De-Jean Georges
Justin Daniel Grace
Julia Marin Greenberg
Olivia Louise Greer
Cayden Lee Hagy
Noah Charles Hall
Aniyah Mckinzie Hart
Sydnee Lauren Hart
Kathryn Lillian Heilig
Madison Elizabeth Hird
Daniel Alexander Horenstein
Kaliitu Jawara
Kyle Johnson
Abigail Taylor Jones
Dawit Gizaw Kebede
Joshua Nicholas Keeling
Haseeb Khan
Mikayla Rose Kirgan
Danielle Lynn Koerner
Samantha Rae Kohout
John H. Lee
Jonah Michael Lewis
Sophia A. Lewis
Esther Marie Lichtenberg
Steve Lin
Karl Lindsey
Maximo James Lombardi
Jaden Michael Long
Logan Wells MacDonald
Mollie Diana Mancuso
Lauren Anne Maria
Jordan Nicole Marini
Sakura Mayhue
Kennedy Blake McClay
Emma Christine McGaha
Finlay Xavier McNabb
Garrett Louis Middleton
Macy Nichole Miller
Zachery Moore
Kabeke Kabyby Mukari
Isabella Grace Mutone
Ashleigh Marie Nagle
Jessica Olmos Marcelino
Courtney Elizabeth Ott
Zion Destiny Parker
Diamonique Parks
Samuel Isaac Parrish
Eliza Michelle Pearce
Sam Peterson

Cassandra B. Phillips
Selena Rachelle Pinkney
Megan Elizabeth Plazinski
Kayla Alana Quashie
Eliana Rakhamimov
Trevor George Regan
Bradley Christopher Riley
Kathleen Nicole Roberts
Kailyn Clara-Veronica Robertson
Marshall Sander Rubenstein
Jacob Matthew Sands
Benjamin Ross Savitch
Reginald Keyvon Shaw
Jacob Benjamin Shindel
Elizabeth Mahoney Sippel
Jazlyn A. Sligh
Marcus Smith
Gianna Rose Stephens
Abigail Sterenberg
Ryan M. Sullivan
Evan Joseph Taub
Emmanuel Zafiris Vasiliiou
Andrea Isabella Vera-Quintana
Eleanor Elisabeth Vemi
Tara Thu-Minh Vo
Keontria L. Wainwright
Diarah Eboni Walker
De’andre Kenneth Young
Madison Elizabeth Zamor

MUSIC

Erika Lynn Adam
Mary Elizabeth Barton
Casimir August Campagna
Henry Ivan Chavez Mendez
Aidan James Ewald
Jack Thomas Felts
Marco Thad Hague
Jordan Elizabeth Hakala
Silas James Hamby
Hunter M. Hudson
Quinn J. Ketteringham
Wyatt Emerson Marcus
Connor J. Mathers
Renee Susan Neely
William Porter
Brian Alexander Rodriguez
Hana Lynn Sala
Shawn De’Priest Samuels Jr.
Patrick Gregory Vachino-Varnson
Diego Manuel Raul Villeda-Sandoval

MUSIC EDUCATION

Edward Anthony Arellan
Neal Chakrabarti
Julienne Rose Feiertag
Jack Thomas Felts
Nathan Alan Fream
Thomas Edward Hunter
Colin Patrick Jett
Grace Elizabeth Kaminski
Andrew Steven Lawhorn
Francesca Dora Leonard
Cameron Elise Mance
Carlos Fernando Margarida
Michaela Marie Palazzo
Jacob William Ratledge
Nicholas Alexander Read
Nicholas Christopher Sparshott
Emma Elizabeth Strovel
Kaitlyn Anne Thompson
Patrick Gregory Vachino-Varnson
Daniel Franklin Wilson

THEATRE ARTS

Thomas Scott Burfeind
Natalia Malinin Dunn
Precious Adesimbo Emmanuel
Rowan Zucker Gardner
Kai Hopkins
Francesco Juliano Leandri
Keyshawn Bernard Mingo
Connor Philip Bruno Skalitzky
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MASTER’S DEGREE

APPLIED INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Parker M. Leonard

POST-BACCALAUREATE CERTIFICATE

INFORMATION SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT
Parker M. Leonard

BACHELOR’S DEGREE

INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Thomas Evangelos Dizelos

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Rebecca Marie Conroy
Kadiatou Kagnassy

MATHEMATICS
Gavin Scott Andrews
Matthew J. Gamble

SPRING 2024

DOCTORAL PROGRAM

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Mousa Alalhareth
The dissertation An Adaptive Deep-Context Anomaly-Based Intrusion Detection Model for the Internet of Medical Things Using Deep Learning Techniques was completed under the supervision of Sungchul Hong.

Mia Brandi Forbes
The dissertation Design and Evaluation of Interactive Mobile Telehealth Interfaces for Seniors Based on Sociocultural, Cognitive, and Interactive Design Frameworks was completed under the supervision of Joyram Chakraborty and committee members Kathy Wang, Mona Mohammed and Jeba Rezwana.

Stacy N. Nicholson
The dissertation Data Privacy and Security Surrounding Instant Games on Facebook was completed under the supervision of Robert Hammell and committee members Chao Lu, Michael McGuire and Mona Tavakolan.

MASTER’S DEGREE

ACTUARIAL SCIENCE & PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS
Dylan Mcdonald Moritz

APPLIED & INDUSTRIAL MATHEMATICS
Cicero Fernandes Almeida Vieira
Ryan Arthur Michael Peters
Emmy Hope Smith

APPLIED INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Folashade Omome Agbolade
Fakhre Alam
Anu Awung
Brandon Nicholas Bankston
Rebecca Louise Bell
Staci M. Blevins
Rachel D. Dell
Cara Lois Talaue Galingana
Honore V. Haughton
Asim Iqbal
Lily Mkanjalla Kachumbo
Nadia S. Khan
Katherine Elizabeth Lipa
Shernice Madison
Atefeh Malekinezhad
Brea I. Parrish
Shobit Ranabhat
Jessica Rizzo

Gurmilan Singh Sangha
Abayomi Samuel Shenkoya
Ohomachi Pearl Uzor
Naga Sai Nikhita Vegesna
Vida Bernadette Young

APPLIED PHYSICS
Marcus Alexander Rose
Richard Edward Seabrease IV
Daryna Soloviova

BIOLOGY
Adedolapo Zainab Adegbuyi
Abidemi Ganiat Awosanya
Abbye Joi Bemb
Matthew Ryan Benedict
Alyssa P. Cavezza
Brooke Melina Franklin
Olivia M. Gleber
Alexandria Joanne Jupinka
Mukobe Katongo Lukwesa
London Nelson
Fabio Rocha Jr.
Ekaterina Titova

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Ilami Erasmus
Sarah Wafik Soliman Erian
Skylar Miranda Gayhart
Hassan Ghandoura
Josue Stiven Molina Morales
Raymond Momanyi
Joshua T. Ouyporn
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
Dawood Salman Alameer
Ayal Alkhateeb
Jacob Louis Damrow
Vincent Thomas DiPietri
Kyle Nathanial Farrington
Melanie Glenn
Ryan Kearney
Kiara Melisa Mosquera Benitez
Sophie Lynn Peet
Domenic Scutti

FORENSIC SCIENCE
Beighley Paige Ayers
Donice Taylor Bostic
Shannon Marie Carr
Kaela Kennedi Green
Nequa Griffin
Emily C. Mueller
Lara J. Nahas
Henrietta Britney Rolle
Taylor A. Shafirovich
Cassandra Skrant
Haylee Morgan Wolle

MATHMATIC EDUCATION
Thomas Joseph Aleo Jr.
Casey P. Brady
Christopher A Brown
Colby Martin Cronise
Meghan A. Darnley
Melissa Carol Dierdorff
Nicole Elizabeth Domsic
Wendy Carole Gibson
Robin Goodwin
Denir Nate Haskins
Ashley Kathryn Hatz
Lauren Kelsey Hoffman
Yvonne Holcomb
Shekinah Jasmin
Luke Patrick Klawonn
Rachel Sarah Kovel
Claire Noel Reider Leonard
Matthew Joseph Manzo
Maajda Laurie Corvett Murdock
Robert D. Nedwick
Heather A Oettel
Foula I. Paragios
Lee Schimmel
Jason Hamilton Shaw
Courtney Sheckells
Elizabeth Marie Townsley
Kaitlynn Noelle Welty
Victoria Marie Wesselhoff
Morgan E. Williams
Alex Leonard Wyatt
Emily Yanky

POST-BACCALAUREATE CERTIFICATE
DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Rebecca Louise Bell
Rachel D. Dell
Atefeh Malekinezhad

HEALTH INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Staci M. Blevins
Cara Lois Talaue Galingana

INFORMATION SECURITY & ASSURANCE
Folashade Omome Agbolade
Fakhre Alam
Anu Awung
Lily Mkanjalla Kachumbo
Nadia S Khan
Katherine Elizabeth Lipa
Shernice Madison
Brea I. Parrish
Jessica Rizzo

INFORMATION SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT
Brandon Nicholas Bankston
Honore V. Haughton
Asim Iqbal
Shobit Ranabhat
Gurmilan Singh Sangha
Abayomi Samuel Shenkoya
Oluomachi Pearl Uzor
Naga Sai Nikhita Vegesna
Vida Bernadette Young

BACHELOR'S DEGREE
BIOLOGY
Jaylin N. Ackerman
Victoria Kehinde Akingbehin
Emmala Rose Allard
Kimberly M. Amaya
Kelly Anokwu
Amadu Wurie Bah
Colby L. Barsz
Lalita Bhujel
Zainab Bibi
Aislinn Sage Bloom
Makaelan Christen Bond
Edwin Kobby Brew
Darian Elizabeth Brown
Marlina Domenica Buffolino
Meredith G. Buller
Brianna Charisse Bynes
Luca Francis Caccamese
Phoebe Hope Calkins
Jennifer Elizabeth Chomiak
Taichae Tyrah Clark
Lili Anna Clarke
April Marie Daniels
Hannah Anne De Groff
Mariam Diallo
Nia Abella Dugger
Jemima Ehizibolo
Mohamed Ibrahim Elgebaly
Mafese Eloge
Maame Esi S Ewool
William S. Field
Dejahi Deangello Foster
Scott J. Gallagher
Kyla Joy Ghirardello
Heather Noelle Goodnow
Christine Fasika Gordon
Erin Lindsey Gray
Eber Antonio Guzman Cruz
Kennedy Halbert
Madison Michele Hall
Margaret Elizabeth Hampton
Kaija Marie Harlow
Zainab Amoluwa Hassan
Cameron Spencer Hebditch
Niloufar Heshmati
Zaida Nikole Holloway
Leila Omar Islaw
Lamia C. Jackson
Rayner Michael Johnson
Annie Helen Keele

THE JESS AND MILDRED FISHER COLLEGE OF SCIENCE & MATHEMATICS
Dajaha Kenney
Areej Fatima Khan
Theresa A. Knoell
Ruvim Kolosey
Gabriella Ivelin Kostadinov
Nicklas Vicente Lawrence
Christine Lynn Lewis
Ellana Jade Malagar
Jordi Martinez
Chloe Danielle Mateleska
Mary Kathryn McDonalld
Elizabeth Helen McMillan
Jacob Benjamin Michelli
Savanah Daneen Miller
Carolina Grace Mills
Shams Kamal Mohammed Baqer
Djeny Merveille Mokondji
Kayla Moore
Karman Morton
Skylar Isabella Murray
Chiwenitem Mitchell Ndigwe
Joanae Ayanna Newman
Olivia Nghu
Chidimma Desiree Obeleagu
Fealiam Nkemdilim Ofili
Melvin Chidubem Okpala
Glory Chidimma Omodia
Ayotunde J. Onomo
Danylle Mary Otteni
Johnathan Page
Lindsey Elizabeth Pichio
Samatha Faye Phumley
Garrett Lee Poist
Samuel Joseph Rudnick
Taha Shaikh Sadiq
Fatima Saleem
Alyssa Laura Schultz
Alyssa Marie Shiflett
Madeleine Carroll Slack
Emily Elisabeth Spencer
Jayden Christopher Steward
Mary Katherine Sullivan
Karollmae Chua Tan
Evan Scott Thibault
Lorelei Elisabeth Thompson
Gabriella Togue Moche
Sirantou Traore
Alyssa Joy Tucker
Reynold Walbrook Jr.
N'Deye Vashti Walton
Emaan Wardak
Sara Marta Wasiakowska
Beonce R. Watson
Aron Glen Winton
Kiersten Emma Young

CHEMISTRY

Jaycel Weston Afflick
Scott Joseph Bernota
Hunter Lynn Brandenburg
Hector Castro
Dillon J. Connolly
Sam Michael Fletcher
Karen Lizzett Gonzalez Navarro
Zolani Sekou Grady
Julian Lance Maycock
Linnea Skye Nave Griesmann
Desmond Gregory Eugene Smith
Aida Abdulhikm Youssef

COMPUTER & MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES

Chynna Erron Jones
Mary Grace Lucas

COMPUTER SCIENCE

Mohamed Abdelmagid
Oluwadamilola H. Abdul
Adeyinka Fumilayo Adegba
Brittany Angel-Afoma Agha
Kenneth Danquah Asare
Oluwatimiikein Isaiah Awani
Samman Baidya
Craig Fredrick Benjamin
Zaki Abderahim Bonfoh
Conor Fabian Boyle
Brian Chen
Joshua R. Cohen
Logan Wyatt Condron
Leonardo Ulises Conroy
Grant Spencer Considine
Gregory David Degroff
Brandon Michael Deguzman
Nidhi N. Desai
Jiala Devine
Graeme Wesley Dickerson-Southworth
Cheikh D. Diop
Allan Michael Droter
David A. Ficca
Alexander Michael Gallamoza
Gabriella Marie Garrett
Logan Sebastian Guenther
Emmanuel Guzman
Anthony David Haddad
Oluwatosin Christine Idowu
Ikechukwu Igboemeka
Gilbert Ijoma
Onosereme Osehonmen Inyinbor
Joshua Johnson
Kayla S. Jurew
Thomas Bentley Kern III
Faij Khokhar
Rose Abagail Kinder
Edward Thomas Larkin IV
Olaseubomi David Lawal
Bryan Richard Lehosky
Katherine Renee Lim
Andres Felipe Londono
Karson Michael Marcellino
Julio Cesar Martinez-Delcid
Imani Lekgolane Maserumule
Christian H. Mbouwen Kamdoum
Jacob Tyler McMahon
Mathew Negussie Mesfin
Naya N. Moore
Nzaya Kiamante Muia
Colin Mullican
Alexandro Danilo Nieto
Ina Shanelle R. Noceja
Joshua Ogunsonla
Daniil Munachimso Okeke
Afoma Maryrita Okpalannaka
Justin Eperie Omekwe
Malai Yong O'Neill
Ayomide Abla Owoeye
Adam Victor Parks
Krutik Dhiren Patel
Michael Panayiotis Pikounis
James Kimberly Pressley
Benjamin Price
Roshan Puri
Victoria Michelle Raulin
Kapil Regmi
Olivia Claire Rego
Emma Grace Richmond
Blake Alexander Rodgers
Khalil Jovani Roland
Jose Anibal Romero-Rivera
David Allen T. Santos
Onofre Virgil Torrijos Santos
Anthony Paul Saporito
Ian Michael Scanlon
Matthew Schneider
Henry Roy Schrecengost
Arjun Singh
William Irvine Slade III
Ibana Maria Smith
Rana Kennedy Smith
Deven Rock Soe
Christopher Solano
Benjamin Allen Summers
Joel A. Torney
Eric Tsekouras
Noah Christian Tyler-Simms
Ethan Tyler Webb
John Wesley White
Britney Marie Whittington
Noah Casey Wilkens
Alley Aldric Williams
Grace Meadow Wilson
Katelyn Blomquist Winner
Jacob Harvey Nam Wollman
Ablolom Mulugeta Yohannes
Oluseyi Tami Yoloye
Simon Yoseph
Christopher Yue
Ethan Gregory Ziegler
Adriana Rose Zuzarte

**EARTH-SPACE SCIENCE**

Kyle Anthony Doherty

**ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE & STUDIES**

Michael Ryan Angin
Jessica M. Bidlack
Nathaniel Christopher Brooks
Hannah A. Delahaye
Jamie M. Dewaters
Hayden Guthrie Dowla
Marco Alexander Bushell English
Marcus Frakes
Ryan Michael Gallagher
Mark Thomas Gleason
Clodagh M. Johnston
Jonathan P. Lascuala
Seth Cohen Liebman
Holly Nicole Martin
Emily Virginia McCarthy
Jeremy E. Miller
Linnea Skye Nave Griesmann
Adam Michael Nickey
Zachary R. Palmer
Kathryn Nicole Patrick
Russell J. Scherr
Jacob Michael Stanley
Kathryn Wolferman

**FORENSIC CHEMISTRY**

Dani Maria Bailey
Princess Oralia Barahona
Hunter Lynn Brandenburg
Audrey Grace Detrow
Brianna Janay Farrar
Zolani Sekou Grady
Nicole Annick Green
Jonathan Martin Massey
Leah Caroline Newton
Victoria Meghan Pastor
Brian Kenneth Preece
Brooke Taylor Salisbury
Madison Nicole Strasser
Richard Malcolm Wallace IV

**GEOLOGY**

Sierra Delali Arche
Rohanna Nikelia Kethania Bowers
Simon Buchholz
Jordan Guidry Edelschein
Erica Nicole Evans
Bradley Scott Grant
August Miller
Deborah N. Sackey
Erica P. Wattanarungsikajorn

**INFORMATION SYSTEMS**

Jonathan Anin Badu
Aastha Vasishtha Bhatt
Kaitlin Nicole Conway
Brandon Michael Dubbs
Kalia Supartha Eng
Anita J. Falko
Rashaun Donnell House
Jordan Michelle Jocus
Nolawit Assefa Kebede
Johnathon Michael King
Khaleah Sabrina Martin
Jason Freeman McPhee
Edwin Robert Mills
Lourenco Martim Nogueira
Thomiris K. Nzemenoh
Krina Nehal Patel
Jack Nathan Roser
Jack W. Taormino
Nicholas Washington

**INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY**

Henry Adekalu
Jasmine A. Afshar
Harry Oluaferanmi Akinyemi
Jonathan S. Amanuel
Anthony Richard Amato
Ryan Amir
Emilee Mae Andre
Alyssa Antoine
Yanick Anyangwe
Parker Austin Arenz
Himal Aryal
Ichchha Aryal
Kennedy Elyse Ashton
Eyob Negash Ayele
Maximilian Andreas Bailor
Bethlehem Balcha
Mumuni Abiola Bangbose
Brandon Allen Bell
Jackson A. Bennett
Tracy Bombata
Jessica Maikhangh Brown
Michael J. Brown
Gean Marco Butkus-Aguilal
Momin Azeem Butt
David Anthony Castellanos
Abigail Clarke
Kenneth Christian Coleman
Jesse Emmanuel Coleridge-Taylor
Thomas Gilbert Cook
Chandler Xavier Crawley-Jackson
Clifton Marcel Crosby Jr.
James Kyle Cummings
Norman Gerald Dauz
Tealen Davis
Clarence De Leon
Rushil Desai
Sita Dhital
Hammad K. Durrani
Salem Jacob Edmondson
Darren Graham Emakoua
Denzel Ngaliame Esambe
Jeffrey Octavian Fletcher
Kurt Anthony Florez
Fredy Mauricio Galeas Jr.
Brendan Matthew Giblin
Ryan Frederick Gilbert
Brady Andrew Gillan
Alexis T. Green
Hope Hanson
Aniyah Ta’shay Harris
Noah Thomas High
Richard High
Bryce A. Iaconangelo
Jaden A. James
Dawn Elise Johnson
Jasmeet Kaur
Melad Khan
Thomas John Killian
Mike D. Koanang
Nenai Sei Fri Kum
Remy Pearl Lichtman
Chukwunyere Benjamin Madubata
Nicholas Elliott Maggio
Maria Mahmoud Malik Aghani
Robert Andrew Mannas
Deja Aaliyah Ruth McLean
Michael Andoh Mensah
Amera Mohamed
Chad Patrick Mynaugh
Chidi Nwachinemere
Chima Charles Nwaogbe
Oviesa Songo Oboh
Temitayo Taiwo Ogundejede
Temitope K. Ogundejede
Oluwajebe Johanna Ogumooiki
Tanitoluwa Okorite Cynthia Ogunyemi
Iyiola K. Oliyide
Oluwatoyin Ayomide Olujumomi
Dylan Fitzpatrick O’Neill
Abike Queen Orenuga
Calvin Martin Oshman
Ashley Simone Perry
Miranda Chase Pink
Connell Poku
Umer Qureshi
Brandon Michael Ryntina
Amrik Samra
Heritier Ibutshi Sefu
Akshidip Singh Sekhon
Shaheer Syed Shams
Navneet Singh
Peter J. Skefoflax
Desire Alexis Smallwood
Evanchal M. Soy
Nicholas Lee Stout
Jordan Strickland
Derek Fredrick Taylor
Damarie Tholley
Matthew Allen Thompson
Ryan Michael Thompson
Daijah Mari Townes
Mira Marcia Tyler
Andrew Ronald Vida
Adam Wagdy
Eric Thomas Waugh
Ruth Oduro Wireduwah
Darrius Keith Wright
Jenna Katherine Wright
Brianna Elizabeth Wynder

**MATHEMATICS**

Al Alderton
Hailey Marlene Bartolomeo
Jean Louise Ciscell
Rebecca Jane Cooper
Thomas George Dale
Blair Allan De La Rosa
Seth Alain Deiparine
Austin M. Farr
Natalie C. Flanders
Nicole Dah Jung Kim
Yujia Li
Kristin Marie Lloyd
Michael W. Miller Jr.
Daniel Neman
Arthur P. Nguyen
Jonathan Nocera
Kira Gene Parsons
Austin Gerald Raymond
Nicholas Hunter Ryder-Bullock
Liuzichao Zhang

**THE JESS AND MILDRED FISHER COLLEGE OF SCIENCE & MATHEMATICS**

Esther Mkpoku
Jisela Tiarra Ramos
Kenneth Benson Shires III
Kemetrias Snowden
Nathan Daniel Usi
Grace Rose Vallancourt
Brett Michael Williams

**PHYSICS**

Grantley Bourne
Vaughn Benjamin Kamaal
Shannon Campbell Markward
Madison Jeannine Previti
Victor Michael Terranova
Aaron Torster

**MOLECULAR BIOLOGY, BIOCHEMISTRY & BIOINFORMATICS**

Erica Gisselle Aguilar
Jacqueylyn Nathaly Amaya
Martin Bastida
John Raphael Nolasco Benitez
Sumra Chaudhry
John Matthew Colwell Jr.
Tatiana Chioma Egbunine
Winnie N. Essel
Dejahi Deangello Foster
Zara Joy Freeland
Tija Catherine Fuller
Scott J. Gallagher
Morgan Patrice Hawkins
Tiana Lanae Johnson
Lea Kosanovic
Feonil Garcia Limiac
Marielisa Lopez-Orellana
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS & ECONOMICS

THURSDAY, MAY 23 • 10 A.M. • TU ARENA
WINTER 2024

BACHELOR’S DEGREE

ACCOUNTING
Carlton Forteh Atephor

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Gian Garcia
Olivia L. Lepage
Joseph A. Martinez

SPRING 2024

MASTER’S DEGREE

MARKETING INTELLIGENCE
Gianna V. Antone
Angelique Katherine Choate
Rafiq Jabari Douglas
Jaelyn Maria Fletcher
Grace Inman
Bridget Regina Johnston
Shweta Khunti
Aidevo Longe
Nahal Mehrazar
Mekhi Nesmith
Priscilla Akua Owusu Norno
Chase A. Rogowsky
Jenna Anne Weitz

PROJECT, PROGRAM & PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT
Rafiq Jabari Douglas

SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
Charles Alexander Demery
Tyler James Fisher
Jackson R. Miller
Hao Thi Thu Nguyen
Adelankre A. Ohukoya
Ladane Mohamed Omar
Margaret Sanford
Antony M. Shafransky
Mya Alexis Spencer
Destiny I. Young

TU/UB JOINT PROGRAM: ACCOUNTING & BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES
Zachary Aaron Balogh
Bryan J. Endres
Ariana Jeannine Hinkle
Brandon Scott Kern
Joseph Patrick LaRocque

POST-BACCALAUREATE CERTIFICATE

INTERACTIVE MARKETING
Gianna V. Antone
Angelique Katherine Choate
Rafiq Jabari Douglas
Jaelyn Maria Fletcher
Grace Inman
Bridget Regina Johnston
Shweta Khunti
Aidevo Longe
Nahal Mehrazar
Mekhi Nesmith
Priscilla Akua Owusu Norno
Chase A. Rogowsky
Jenna Anne Weitz

SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
Charles Alexander Demery
Tyler James Fisher
Jackson R. Miller
Hao Thi Thu Nguyen
Adelankre A. Ohukoya
Ladane Mohamed Omar
Margaret Sanford
Antony M. Shafransky
Mya Alexis Spencer
Destiny I. Young

ACCOUNTING
Tyler Allnutt
Franklina Acheampomaa Appiah
Damanveer Singh Aulakh
Hawa Abdoulaye Aw
Alexus Christine Bailey
Jason James Bargas
Murak Bhutto
Emma Caroline Biddle

Margaret Sarah Boley
Bradley James Bolyard
Samantha A. Casolo
Barret R. Casto
David Eberechi Chukwueke
Pamela Cohan
Jack H. Cornblatt
Far Tha Cuai
Joshua Patrick Cupitt
Paul Stuart Curtis
James Edward Dlugokinski Jr.
Samantha Louise Dorr
Lillian Michelle Meyer Doud
Micaela Marie Dougherty
Faith T. Eminue
Paola Espinoza Garcia
Gavin Geyer Pettigrew
Micah Caleb Hyo Hai Gonzalez
Jake Harris Horwitz
Aliu Jaiteh
Elizabeth Ann Jones
Jerril Ann Joyce
Imran Amadou Kanyunyi
Japneet Kaur
Shaminder Kaur
Oyindasola Kayode
Connor Joseph Kelly
Chloe Nicole Khodor
Jordan Le
Moses Lian
Frank Anthony LoPiccolo
Aissata Ly
Dylan Maeda
Hadia Maqsood
Andrew Neely Martin V
Antonio Martinez
Ariah Hope Matos
Mackenzie Rose Murphy
Otto-Normen Ajang Nnoko
Oluwatoni Ogunleye
Ryan Paul Oxenford
Kimberly Vimbali Paliza
Blake Michael Pegler
Lindsey Perry
Annika Pierre Michel
Ryan Heath Platt
Amy Lauren Potochny
Nolan James Quadrini
Ashley Sarita Ramlogan
Trina J. Robinson
Isaac Weston Roe
Olivia Hope Rothfeld  
Zachary John Serp  
Alexander Shin  
Lauren E. Skordas  
Sarah E. Snider  
India Sok  
Renae Rose Stickley  
John Michael Sutton  
Kaitlyn Ann Sysyn  
Adedayo Oluwafemi Togun  
Yen Dang Hoang Truong  
Camila Venice Afurong Villanueva  
Kimberly Melany Villazon-Soto  
Christopher Dunbar Yancey

**BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION**

Hamza Ahmad Alabrash  
Nawal O. Ali  
Madison Nicole Alley  
Briana Almond  
Aaron Ishmael Alonzo  
Marie Angela Alosa  
Matt Cy Alton  
Amber Amir  
Sean Robert Anderson  
David Armstrong  
Justin Tyler Banks  
Sadie Ann Barrett  
Zachary A. Barry  
Lyliane JoAnn Bart  
Andrew Joseph Bateman  
Grace Caroline Battaglia  
Sullivan James Beck-Winter  
Patrick Cawley Bieber  
Mohammad Bilal  
Carson Jacob Bilenki  
Nicholas Davies Birckner  
Scott Michael Bloodsworth  
Ayo Jonathan Bodison  
Sarah Margaret Borton  
Tyler Gene Briggs  
Riley Theresa Brogan  
Daniel Wayne Brougner  
Jacob Owen Buda  
Emma Shea Buoye  
Malaika Butt  
Logan Christopher Care  
Emma Joie Carey  
Aman Christopher Carr  
Nichelle Carroll  
Abigail Grace Carson  
Cindy Rachell Castillo  
Raul Ernesto Castro  
Naava Naomi Chamdi  
Lindsay Roberta Clarke  
Maya Faith Cobb  
Joshua Patrick Cogar  
Benjamin Mason Cohen  
Austin M. Collier  
Brian Patrick Connolly  
Grant Matthew Conroy  
Joseph Matthew Cover  
Christopher Scott Joseph Creutzer  
Keydi Arleny Cruz  
Melanie Jazlyn Cruz  
Thais Daniel Benedicto  
Jordan A. Darraj  
Julie Davis  
Ryan Brooks Davis  
Madison Sakai Degen  
Katheryn Ann DeGroff  
Anye’ K. DeShields  
Miranda Lynnae Dillon  
Michael Stephen Dorsch  
Caitlyn Aileen Dougherty  
Grant Ramirez Driscoll  
Ryan Thomas Driscoll  
Kristin Natalia D’Souza  
Austin Ducommun  
Daniel Francis Dugan  
Sarah Nicole Dzbynski  
Nyla G. Edwards  
Nicholas Elliott  
Cristian R. Espinoza  
Mamaie Adjo-Adeba Evonlah  
Samantha Willow Farnan  
Shardae McKenzie Fields  
Daniel Patrick Florenzo  
Shannon Elizabeth Francis  
Michael Scott Frank  
Bradley Peter Freeman  
Kailey Fretwell  
Brett Fribush  
Brendan Thomas Fritsche  
Calder Stark Gallagher  
Sobeida Lissethe Garcia Lopez  
Jamison P. Gaskins  
Yeabsrha Getachew  
Devin Singh Gill  
Zachary S. Gill  
James Benjamin Sweder Gold  
Jewel Le’nae Goldsberry  
Perry Scott Goodale  
Blair Elizabeth Goodrich  
Leah Anastasia Gostomski  
Antania Kimare Green  
Vanessa Calhoun Gregorio  
Alessandro Alfio Guarerra  
Justin M. Gue  
Mary Elizabeth Hallaren  
Cole Landon Hamlett  
Petea Joy Han  
Dylan Alan Hannon  
Hope Elizabeth Hanraham  
Benjamin Adam Hartman  
Evan Michael Haupt  
Owen Daniel Hayes  
Morgan Jade Heath  
Xyquaa Jazmin Hendricks  
Maxwell Curtis Hennigan  
Hannah Adair Herman  
Tyler J. Hogan  
Mackenzie Hopkins  
Mackenzie Horton  
Aaron Armstrong Hudnall III  
Darrius Lamont Hughes  
Ryan Joseph Hughes  
Ryan William Hunt  
Lourdes Maria Iglesias  
John Rhyan Sanchez Ilacas  
Grace Inakyala  
Kaylah Alexandria Jaramillo  
Henry Lee Jester  
Hannah Moran Keilt Johnson  
Cori Brianna Jones  
Bryant Kang  
Maliah Ibrahim Karjikar  
Ryan Michael Karn  
Kara Danielle Kaskel  
Harleen Kaur  
Austin Ryan Keelty  
John Michael Keklak  
Mark Alexander Kelm  
Nolan Thomas Kent  
Elliott Keppler  
Madeline Shay Kim  
Joseph George Kinder  
Kamryn Kiser  
Bradley Grant Kline  
Mason J. Knopf  
Brian Max Kohn  
Evan R. Kosmides  
John Anest Koutras
Olivia Jacklyn Kroop
Jacob Michael Kunzelman
Christopher Thomas LaHatte
Brenda Raquel Laime Jalil
Nathan Christopher Law
Chi Yen Le
Jordan Le
Hammond King Lee
Cristian Jose Lemus Lima
Claudia Grace Leshinskie
Madelyn Brooke Lesniewski
Ryan Lewis Lindsey
Samuel Logan Lynch
Vincent John Makowiecki
Ava Grace Malatino
Alexandria Louise Marmion
Anton Jacob Mataal
Chloe Frances May
Naana Yiadom McBrown
Kennedy R. McCloud
Kai Nathaniel McCoy
Reilly Daiger McGraw
James Anthony McHugh
Faith Leera McIlvain
Brennen Meagher
Lauren Ann Michael
Andrea Alicia Millar
Ellen Montague
Cameron Javar Moore
Keegan Matthew Morrison
Mark Muoki
Nathan Elias Murphy
Matthew Stephen Naumann
Kathryn Elizabeth Newbold
Joseph Matthew Newland
Amanda Nguyen
Brian C. Nguyen
Tommy Lee Nguyen
Maureen N. Nunyi
Elizabeth Thelma Nurwell
Abigail Marie Ochs
Oyeoluwa Favor Oduntan
Mark H. Oikowski
Daniel Onyijen
Kaiya Tori Orebeaux
Fisher Orlando
Molrakot Aby Ounnarath
Brooke Olivia Overmier
Kevin Paniagua
Aashmi Rajesh Patel
Amanda Pedicelli
Anja Jolia Perkins
Frank Anthony Petillo
Bruce B. Phipps
Andrew Garrett Pillas
Miguel Pineda
Rachel Allison Plitt
Kenneth Eugene Poerstel Jr.
Samantha Claire Ponsford
Marvin Josue Portillo
Lindsay A. Posner
Autumn Sharita Potts
Kaleigh Ann Quinn
Lauren Jeanne Rapley
Justin Christopher Rebok
Casey Anne Reed
Jibree J. Rhea
Caden Alexander Ritchey
Luis Andres Rivera
Ronald Antonio Robinson
Juan Arturo Rodriguez
Matthew N. Rogers
Connor Francis Ronan
Brendan Ray Ronan
Matthew Roos
Zach Brian Rosati
Ryan Michael Rosensteel
Reniyah Kimora Ross
Jean-Marie Lydia Rowe
Jake Douglas Rower
Elena Marie Rubino
Ashley Queen Rucker
Nicholas Joseph Russo
Luam Russom
Eric Blaine Ryva
Bianca R. Scaranro
Emily G. Schiavi
Stephen Sebastian Schultz
Samantha Hao Schwartz
Lancelot Thomas Scott
Moulaye A. Seck
Daniel William Seeman
Bethel Sefonias
Anna Catherine Sharpe
Matthew John Sherinsky
Brayden David Simmons
Kathryn Ann Skrakowski
Hannah Elizabeth Sligh
Sadiya Smith
Andrew Thomas Stangroom
Kaleb Statek
Dylan Steggerda
Kenneth Layton Stott IV
Benjamin S. Sturiale
Alec Joseph Suissa
William Patrick Sweeney
Jack Richard Sweiderk
Kelsey Jean Szafranski
Zachary William Szczypor
Vesta Ibyenyiibgo Tamunokuro
Eli Tapia
Isaiah Anthony Taylor
Lauren Diane Tayman
Redeat Tessoema
Vy Mai Truc Thai
Kaitlynn Anna Thompson
Megan Dawn Tillini
Kara Marie Torres
Tina Thanh Tran
Andrew Snow Trueschler
Brandon Zachary Tseytlin
Ethan Tu
Tova Turner
Oswald Edgar Udomi
Zachary Ryan Uhler
Lindsey Loar Van Der Meid
Seth Tenzing Van Dinter
Edward Nicholas Van Houten Dello Russo
Jasmine Renee Vance
Richa Varde
Sydney Marie Vigderhouse
Kevin Joseph Vollentine
Avigail Louise Wagner
Nicole Christine Walczak
Hannah Noe’lle Wallace
Devon Washington
Josh Michael Webber
Anna E. Wheatley
Jade Williams
Robert Zachary Woo
Nicholas John Wynn
Parker Wynot
Orhan Mehmetali Yeniceli

BUSINESS SYSTEMS & PROCESSES

Nawal O. Ali
Aliue Camara
Kristin Natalia D’Souza
Oluwafayokunmi Ayomide Eboda
Kara Danielle Kaskel
John Michael Keklak
Cameron Javar Moore
Xavier London Richards
Colbert Settle
Patrick Lloyd Transue
Yen Dang Hoang Truong
Billoh M Waritay
Aliyah Antoinette Waterman

**ECONOMICS**
Bahar Asgharinia
Dion Xavier Bazemore Jr.
Arderii Lamarr Brown
Luke Francis Burkitt
Reece Jervie Burnett
Derek James Chapel
Eric Y. Chen
Brady Charles Chick
Darren Andrew Delatos Cleary
Kai Davis
Ronny Aaron Evans Jr.
Dillon Robert Glyder
Alisha J. Hancock
Matthew Headley
Isal Kamara
Nicholas Joseph Maisel
Travis D. Maynard
Bruce Ernesto Nelson
Brooklyn Neubert
Samuel Philip Norris
Jordan Anthony Peyton
Ethan Whitfield Pollock
Michelle Rawnsley
Jocelyn Laurel Wade
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS

THURSDAY, MAY 23 • 3 P.M. • TU ARENA
WINTER 2024

BACHELOR'S DEGREE

FAMILY SCIENCE
Quanico Theresa Semper

INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
Isaiah Cortez Osborn Graves

PSYCHOLOGY
Jocelyn Sage

SOCIOLOGY & ANTHROPOLOGY
Claudia Gisselle Alvarez
Shaelyn Regina Bayer
Josh Edward Villegas
Abigail Christine Wilkinson
Meliane Woodson

SPRING 2024

CERTIFICATE OF ADVANCED STUDY

SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY
Olivia B. Blazic
Farrah Elsamaloty
Bahareh Farahi-Far
Colleen France
Megan Leigh Haines
Hanette Kamanda
Alex Levine
Christina T. Paul
Marissa Michelle Sams
Marissa Lee Schmidt
Alyssa Louise Stratemeyer
Erica Adelle Summers
Chimelie Cherryl Uk wandu
Danielle Walters

MASTER'S DEGREE

CHILD LIFE, ADMINISTRATION & FAMILY COLLABORATION
Katherine Colby Dumas
Abigail Grace Hartman
Christina Losquadro
Margaux Katherine Musser

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
Dawood Salman Alameer
Ayal Alkhateeb
Jacob Louis Damrow
Vincent Thomas DiPietri
Kyle Nathaniel Farrington
Melanie Glenn
Ryan Kearney
Kiara Melisa Mosquera Benitez
Sophie Lynn Peet
Domenic Scutti

GEOGRAPHY & ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING
Thomas Harold Flynn
Jake Callahan Lahoff
Ben Oelke

GLOBAL HUMANITIES
Sarah Elizabeth Bishop
Ashley Hajimirschegi

HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT
Shannon B. Colbert
Haidy Qui Lang Collado
Marina Gonzalez
Armani Jevon Mckinzie
Zang Nji Protus
Jill Margaret Rice
Heather Stein

INTEGRATED HOMELAND SECURITY MANAGEMENT
Lexi Jo Buchanan
Kenneth Frank Daily
Jalen Gerrod March
Dalisis D. Rodriguez

JEWISH STUDIES
Carrington Edward Morgan Jr.

LEADERSHIP IN JEWISH EDUCATION & COMMUNAL SERVICE
Jonathan Mitchell Payne

PROFESSIONAL STUDIES
Paige K. Chase
Abby Taylor Doty
Emma Johns

PROFESSIONAL WRITING
Daniella Pauline Bacigalupi
Casey J. Bordick
Ariel Crank
Christa Rose Davis
William Paul Eichler
Amanda Jeanne Hewitt
Samantha Park
Darah A. Schillinger
Chandler D. Vicchio
Hunter A. Wynne

PSYCHOLOGY
Mackenzie Ryan Davis
Cianne A. Drummond
Mason S. Drusano
Morgan Ashley Eibner
Nicholas Anthony Fliakas
Nicole Golabi
Lindsay A. Horen
Sebastian Cesar Irizarry
Tyre Nathaniel Johnson
Layschel Stefany Kemp
Alice Renee Klein
Brandon James Mangracina
Nicholas Aaron Mehnel
Breanna Patino Jaramillo
Cameron Marie Piper
Grace Olivia Putz
Kaylee Anna Reschke
Kasey Elizabeth Schuchardt
Kristen Mackenzie Shaw
Jennifer Diane Slaybaugh
Jacqueline Denise Smith
Anne Colleen Snyder
Son Taylor

WOMEN'S & GENDER STUDIES
Imani Bridgeforth
Avery Caitlin Lundskow
Susana Hernandez Martin
Danielle Alexandria Worsham
POST-BACCALAUREATE CERTIFICATE

FAMILY-PROFESSIONAL COLLABORATION
Katherine Colby Dumas
Abigail Grace Hartman
Christina Losquadro
Margaux Katherine Musser

PROFESSIONAL STUDIES
Aaron Delante Makle
Hao Thi Thu Nguyen
Hannah Beverly Williams

SECURITY ASSESSMENT & MANAGEMENT
Lexi Jo Buchanan
Kenneth Frank Daily
Jalen Gerrod March
Dalisis D Rodriguez

BACHELOR’S DEGREE

DEAF STUDIES
Destinee Alexys Bouldin
Parker Mae Cross
Anthony R. Hernandez
Kylie Lauren Kerr
Elizabeth Hannah Pieloch
Rachel L. Plumley
Ana Lucia Rodriguez
Shamyra Shelvin

ENGLISH
Kathryn Mae Abermethy
Karoline Robin Aldrich
Zack Palm Anderson
Genevieve Barnson
Divya Ruth Benezette
Kahlea N. Branch
Isaiah Nathaniel Brown
Gabriel Cerpa
Hannah Reilly Fink
Barry Fleming
Kelly Nicole Frazier
Sydney Margo Galo
Brooke Lindsay Germershausen
Isaiah Gibbons
Kevin Alexander Gongon
Alisha J. Hancock
Dominique Janelle Hart
Charles Hollobaugh
Linda Jiang
Yuna Kim
David William Kuriny Jr.
Amaya Mckenzie Lambert
Haylie Cassidy LaTesta
Griffin W. McLloskey
Abigail Orva McKnight
Margaret Mendez
Jonathan Alexander Molina Romero
Marissa Marie Morrisette
Melissa Grace Rayo
Adrianna Salkin
Alyssa Lorraine Salkin
Anna Alexis Santos
Lane Sky
John Paul Smith
Josephine Stahl
Matthew Swann
Morgan Elaine Trivers
Matteo Valverde
Marvelle Watson
Meghan Kylie Weiss
Gigi Phua Win
Wyn Ellen Wyatt
Sarah Swanzzy Yanson

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE & STUDIES
Michael Ryan Angin
Jessica M. Bidlack
Nathaniel Christopher Brooks
Hannah A. Delahaye
Jeydon Matthew DeWaters
Hayden Guthrie Dowla
Marco Alexander Bushell English
Marcus Frakes
Ryan Michael Gallagher
Mark Thomas Gleason
Clodagh M. Johnston
Jonathan P. Lascuola
Seth Cohen Liebman
Holly Nicole Martin
Emily Virginia McCarthy
Jeremy E. Miller
Linnea Skye Nave Griesmann
Adam Michael Nickey
Zachary R. Palmer
Kathryn Nicole Patrick
Russell J. Scherr
Jacob Michael Stanley
Kathryn Wolferman

FAMILY & HUMAN SERVICES
Imani Noel Akil
Jaelyn Nicole Atchison
Gabrielle Brooke Baker
Lauryn R. Bayza
Lindsay Elizabeth Bell
Diana Burrell
Yennifer Lizbeth Corado-Arama
Parker Mae Cross
Jada Monye Dabbs
Taylor Elizabeth Dennis
Ndeye Marie Diene
Makayla Myrtle Dodson
Ciera Ford
Kelsey L. Good
Mahielt Hailu
Nila Camilia Jagdhane
Stefany Marcela Jarquin Tapia
Aniya Lanae King
Christina Carly Knights
Gabriella Nikole Marchese
Risa Elizabeth McGinnis
Kendell Reed McMichael
Kayla B. Melendez
Chibiko Sandra Oلونade
Jaeda Overton-Sibley
Emma Catherine Parker
Megan Amanda Parker
Lanease Muriel Paul
Cassandra Riley Preston
Gabrielle Annemarie Reagosso
Samantha Kathryn Reilly
Amanda Jade Robinson
Emily Lian Rosenberg
Emilia Rose Sandona
Katherine Dooley Sauder
Maria Elizabeth Serrano
Anna Claire Stein
Madeline Haley Stempler
Havalynn Hailee Thorn
Julia Tomalis
Danielle Sarah Weinstein
Keri Lynn Wheelwright
Kelly Lynn Wilson

FAMILY SCIENCE
Brittany Jean Johnson
FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Lauren Taylor Asbury  
Kevin Nain Castillo-Hernandez  
Karla Marie Cilien  
Janene O. Daniel  
Christelle Laurette Etienne  
Tehya Brooke Harbaugh  
Isabella Karen Miller  
Allison Vanisko  
Angeles Gabriela Vasquez Pelaez

GEOGRAPHY & ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING
Robert Bratchie  
Jakob Andrew Faass  
Daniel Meriwether Jones  
Ye Rang Lee  
Robert L. Morgan  
Christopher Aaron Thompson  
Jack Egan Walsh  
Hunter Blaine Zinn

HISTORY
Raven Shawn Albin  
Ryan Elizabeth Anderson  
Sarah Elisabeth Ashby  
Jordan Elizabeth Baber  
Skyler Jane Begley  
Sarah Nicole Berrich  
Liam Farouk Berry-Drobnich  
Grace Elizabeth Bussard  
Justin Robert Denton  
Alexandra R. Downey  
Mauricio A. Espinoza Belair  
Bethany Marie Firebaugh  
Gary Flores Guerrero  
Sophie Kamer  
Maya Lily Kief  
William Macsherry  
Madeleine Ruby Mason  
Alexandra Mia McCaffrey  
Viktoria Marie McCormick  
Kaitlyn Leigh Renner  
Sophia Rose Ruschaupt  
Ryan Glenn Schwink  
Jeffrey Brian Sisson  
Benjamin J. Smith  
Phillip John Spain  
Sabrina Katherine Sutter  
Isaiah Maurice Thaxton  
Noah Joseph Ulrich  
Raymond Perry Woodward IV

INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
Kyle Andrus  
Precious Maureen Anyanwu  
Jason Michael Bertrand  
Hannah A. Delahaye  
Kyla Joy Ghirardello  
Heather Noelle Goodnow  
Griffin Charles Gray  
Kaija Marie Harlow  
Wendy Jimenez  
Isabelle Rose Lourenco  
Jillian A. Mason  
Tony K. Nguyen  
Sarah Dolores Sagi  
Maya Suzanne Kim Scher  
Emily Elisabeth Spencer  
Danielle Alexandra Stratemeyer  
Emily Camille Tinker

INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
Elianna Rose Albert  
Sorayde Beras  
Devyn Louvel Fauntroy  
Jamie Alise Grossberg  
M’asia Na’jae Hawkes  
Jordan May McConville  
Azariah Karem Moore  
Caroline Michaela Yanmin Neumann  
Tony K. Nguyen  
Lily Cecelia Santiago  
Alexander Rogers Shipley  
Timur Alp Yalinkilincer

LAW & AMERICAN CIVILIZATION
Ayana McKenzie Antoine  
Jamier Lashae Batt  
Samantha Cruz  
Taleen Cubuk  
Georgette Awuah George  
Michael Kashani  
Camerin J. King  
Tyren D. McQuay  
Samuel Forbes Patterson  
Nahali Helena Tittle

METROPOLITAN STUDIES
Sara Baker Jacob  
Dominic Traydon Proctor  
Alexander Michael Sklar

PHILOSOPHY
Olanrewaju Ajiboye  
Makaelan Christen Bond  
John Thomas Enoch  
Erik Jacob Hubscher  
Angel Gabriel Nieves Garcia  
Maya Suzanne Kim Scher  
Ong Su Jun

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Oyindamola Omoleye Akinkugbe  
Kenneth K. Apana-Korley  
Ryan James Bachman  
Malik Chabala Barry  
Liam Farouk Berry-Drobnich  
Kendall Maria Callow  
Derek James Chapel  
Elijah Clarke  
Jordan Anthony Colquitt  
Jordy Rene Diaz  
Damon Raimon Edwards II  
Justin Evander Evans  
Bethel Wones Hailu  
Sophie Leigh Helldorfer  
Jayden Emerson Johnstone  
John Lucas Kleinota  
John L. Kohnen  
Andy Liu  
Jacqueline Nicole Martinez  
Timothy William McGowan  
Michael David Olszewski  
Temitayo Oluokun  
Carl O. Patton Jr.  
Shauna Nicole Pichette  
Vladislava Aviles Rauner  
John James Reilly  
Justin Charles Ednalino Rivera  
Asa John Roberson  
Antonio-Quincy D. Robinson  
Evan Wickham Sly  
Brandon Matthew Sussal  
Daniel Szczepaniak  
Chaney A. Taggart  
Mary Tagliaferro  
Zarin Tasmim  
Rani Nicole Thomson  
Jolees Michelle Torres  
Karis Elisabeth Ward  
Aniyah Monae Washington  
Marisa Sloan Weinberg  
Ariana Omega Woodson Smith
PSYCHOLOGY

Ridha Zia Abbasi
Ciyani Tamia Addison
Felicia Ann Adeyinka
Adrian R. Adlam
Kevin Akakpo
Elianna Rose Albert
Hannah Olivia Albrecht
Duvan Sneider Allan
Brianna Nicole Allender
Jackeline Lisbeth Alvare Alvarez Hernandez
Zack Palm Anderson
Emma Elizabeth Antill
Bemenet Asfaw
Anna Sophia Attehtrua
Camille Olivia Austin
Tolulope Awolesi
Brooke Phillips Bagli
Juliana Marie Bailey
Jessica Paige Baldino
Kaitlyn Baldwin
Margaret Halla Kori Ballengee
Megan Rose Barnes
Malena Belt
Teresa Marie Benson
Jessica Ashley Bond
Sophia Rosa Botto
Olivia Paige Brady
Deja Monet Brown
Anissa Yolie Bryant
Alaina Rachel Buck
Anthony D. Butler Jr.
Wade Naomi Cairns
Lauren Ruth Campbell
Emily Elizabeth Canfield
Jovan Daniel Caraballo Navarra
Myah Danielle Cartwright
Beatriz Carvalho
Julia Lynn Caudill
David Jordan Christian
Verangela Donann Christy
Makayla Gabrielle Clay
Inaya Sane’ Collins
Marissa Simone Conquest
Isabela Marie Cool
Nora Cooper
Jaileen Cortes
Makayla Courtney
Brendan David Critelli
Michael Thomas Crocetti
Logan Christopher Cummins

Emily Marie Dannenfelser
Anna J. Daubach
Cody James Denion
Courtney Jamiese Dennis
Casey Mikaela Devine
Ian Brandon Dey
Gianna Marnet Diaz
Oneilys Mercedes Diaz
Andrea Truc Dinh
Susan Dinh
Matthew Lawrence DiPietro
Anthony Joseph DiPino
Demi Louise Donahue
Naomi Ruth Dorsett
Katherine Dreiss
Sarah Vaughan Dunphy
Fiona A. Durey
Chaz K‘Da Edwards
Hope Elizabeth Eilola
Esther Sarai Escalante Noyola
Christine Laurette Etienne
Shayna Rose Eubanks
Nicolette Gabriella Fafalios
Destiny Oyekanmi Fatusin
Devin Reese Fingerhuth
Elliot Peter Fowlbe
Nicholas Robert Franciso
Antonia Carmella Frater
Marian Y. Frimpong
Julian Garcia
Kennedi Elle Gardner
Caroline Amelia Gaydos
Mahlet Genene Gebretsadik
Alicia Susan George
Kelly Anne Gitchell
Oriana Isabel Giuriola
Sharon Chrystal Godonou
Angel Iliana Gomez
Lidymar Julieth Gonzalez
Tianti Aiyin Good
Mckenna Marie Griffith
Jullianne Nicole Arboleda Guevarra
Bridget Hope Gurtshaw
Cooper Thomas Gutsche
Jordan Michael Hagy
Nzinga Masaku Hampton
Campbell Mckenna Haney
Madison Lynn Hankins
Miracle Nicole Harris
Leah Esther Hash
Kiara A. Hayes

Chyanna Reece Hefner
Brendan Joseph Hetmanski
Nicholas Karl Hildebrandt
Louisa Leslie Hoffherbert
Tiawn Christopher Holmes
Julie Hook
Mckenna Kimberly Howells
Khadijatu Kbra Jabbie
Eryn Catherine Jenkins
Autumn Koryn Johnson
Damien Jamar Johnson
Sandra Kaforcha
Mykenzie Ranay Kaleo
Kara J. Kapper
Harleen Kaur
Grace Margarette Kerbe
Aleiza Shirl Kerbel
Maham Khalid
Sydney Marie Klubnark
Amanda Lynn Klingenhofer
Karissa Renee Kozlowski
Maia Lana LaFrance
Lauren Michelle Lambdin
Kyle Langenfelder
Jenna Hailey Lazo
C-Asia Divine Earth Leslie
Gabrielle Julia Levin
Justin Holden Levine
Maria Francesca Lioi
Sarah Anjali Lodhi
Ella Kavanagh Maley
Rakya Chanale Mallory
Kaitlyn M. Marsico
Danielle Kimberly Martin
Astrid Mileydi Matta
Carson Dale Matthews
Morgan Maxwell
Leah Veronica Mays
Destiny F. Mboe
Tanieah McDaniel
Megan Mary McFarland
Abigail Elizabeth McFeaters
Lauren Marie McNeil
Abigail Laine Miller
Kimberley Tamara Moses
Jocelyn Denise Mundy
Madison Marie Murdy
Taylor Renee Murphy
Shen Naglieri
Naila Paige Neely
Renee Susan Neely
Yardana Chana Neuman
Daniella Joan Nicola
Lauren Nuetzel
Oluwatoki Juliana Ojudun
Teddy Okerson
Scott Reilly Olin
Damaris Olvera
Oluwatamilore Oshunleti
Hope Elaina Ossakow
Jada Tiffany Overton
Fatimah Jean Owens
Chelsea Owusu
Alexis Nicole Pachoca
Sarah Joy Estopace Padrique
Grace Pagano
Adelaide Grace Parrott
Jakari M. Patterson
Kathy Peralta Guachun
Mya F. Peters
Michelle Stone Peterson
Olivia Noel Phillips
Jasymn Pilligua
Jalyn Pitre
Nikki Eleni Pizanias
Cybelle Ava Plaisance
Brigid Ann Pugh
Abdel-Rahman Adnan Qafisheh
Grace R. Rattenbury
Nicole Regan
Victoria Eleusa Reiter
Shelby Jane Reppe
Kelsey Dianne Richter
Anissa Rivera
Patrick Alexander Rivers
Antonia Roach
Shayna Rogofsky
Alexander Orlando Romeo
Emily Lian Rosenberg
Andi Lynn Rothwell
Rochelle Mikayla Rubin
Kaia Russell
Venus Rhea Sachs
Ben Andrew Sague
Naya Alejandro Salinas
Journei Samuels
Dana R. Sanders
Caroline Sanford
Nikita Saunders
Shante Tia Seel
Hunter K. Seizer
Elizabeth Shewbrooks
Conor Stewart Shields
Shapria A. Short
Heather Olivia Sieracki
Sophia Maureen Silawan
Isabella Rose Silvis
Keyaira Diavian Slater
Amira Latifa Smith
Katherine Rebecca Smith
Samuel Allen Smith
Yahkeyah Kallah Smith
Jared Spangler
Nya Spellen
Julian Elaine Stackpole
Kayla Monet Starkey
Alexander Dean Stoksdale
Amanda S. Stone
Jenna Elizabeth Suit
Lindsey Elise Sutter
Iyanla Aimaini Taylor
Lydia Grace Thomas
Emma Hope Tvelia
Mychael Renee Userey
Kaitlyn Vilkoski
Reagan Marie Walsh
Taylor Jade Washington
Aenilah Jeanette Watkins
Christopher T. Watkins
Megan Grace Watkins
Lauren Grace Weirich
Owen Alexander Weiss
Victoria Anne White
Sydney Elizabeth Williams
Ryan Wilson
Nikayla Monique Wise
Olivia Wright
Jac’ey Wynn-Ogunbode
Brenda Young
Amber Marie Yuille
Abigail M. Zaversnik
Madison Kaitlyn Zdon
Lauren Nicole Zelina

SOCIAL SCIENCES
Sofia Camila Cerpa
Leah Marie Dixon
Myah Mckenna Fisher-Hopkins
Jenna Maureen Hensel
Katelyn Elizabeth Kern
Gianna Rose Kuttin
Thomas Patrick Marshall
Juliana Elizabeth Ranaldo
Matthew Sergio Postorino
Brionne Wilder

SOCIOLOGY & ANTHROPOLOGY
Zyare Abdul-Rahim
Sileola Abiodun Adekalu
Funnmilola Felicia Afolabi
Omobobola Christianah Ajayi
James Logan Anderson
Lauren Taylor Ashby
Jada Austell
Brionne Alexis Baker
Aja Baruti
Kristoffer Jake Belgica
Charang Ramzla Bendu
Shauna Bennett
Ave Boghossian-Jame
Wasila Oredola Boussari
Grace Elizabeth Boyd
Mya Branson
Faith Marie Brennan
Ebony D. Brooks
Daniel J. Brown
Kayla Monee Brown
Kathryn Nadine Brueck
Jackson Cole Chewning
Bee N. Cigna
Rebecca Lynn Davidson
Alexandra Grace De BELs
Jackson Miller Dearing
Camryn Margarie Desai
Oneilys Mercedes Diaz
Caprice Dixon
Jake Dylan Earl
Timothy Wayne Eppers
Leila Simone Epps-Richardson
Helena Nana Eshun
Indira Ayanna Fayson
Nicolo James Fioravante
Jordan Forrest
Rayneshea Johnnie Fowler

RELIGIOUS STUDIES
Sabias Folley
Matthew William Friesner
Mahlet Genene Gebretsadik
Astrid Gelbard
Raymond Wendell Glass Jr.
Sherina Gonzalez
Fidel Green
Paola Esmeralda Guerrero Estrada
Grace Beatrice Hall-Ramsey
Joseph Erwin Hansen
Kyle Logan Hardy
Chyanna Reece Hefner
Avery Ray Heiple
Samuel Raymond Honecker
Brianna Marie Howard
Ryan Huck
Nadine Mohamed Jad
Aaliyah Jalalh
Artlynn Jean Pierre
Samuel Mason Jenkins
Den Lee Johnson
Jasmine Sierra Johnson
Madison Rae Johnson
Sarah Elizabeth Johnson
Cara Autumn Jones
Jamal Anderson Jones
Oksana Ellen Jones
Anna Kohleg-Sotomayor
Cassidy Joann Lapierre
Ayanah Michelle Lee
C-Asia Divine Earth Leslie
Claire Elizabeth Litzenberger
Adam Lmansour
Michelle Kathryn Mackey
Gabrielle Angelique Marquez
Domineque Martin
Claudio Andres Meave Izursa
Matthew William Meisel
Emmanuel Osei Mensah
Crystal R. Monteiro
Jordyn Lauren Denise Moore
Michael Anthony Morreale
John Morris
Jayla Payton Neal
Daniella Joan Nicola
Shannon Grace Norwood
Jacob A. Ockert
Surajudeen Olanrewaju
Ky’ara Nycole Olfus
Damaris Olvera
Njideka Jovita Onyekwere
Sean Flavian O’Rourke
Victoria Meghan Pastor
Mahi Patel
Hailey Brooke Politzer
Lauren Taylor Price
Jordan Christopher Pringle
Noah Aiden Proctor
Zachary David Pullifrone
Natalia Angelica Quinones
Ryan Michael Renner
Kelsey Dianne Richter
Nadirah A. Robles
Shawn Michael Salsberg
Journei Samuels
Sombot Tyler Say
Sophia Lynn Schaaf
Jonas Augustin Moon Scher
Kenyon Kola Scott
Belal Ahmed Shaltot
Benjamin Luis Sheelar
Eric Anwar Sherman
Mackenzie E. Shields
Sean Michael Silence
Kayla Ashleigh Smith
Yusma Sohaili
Alaina Elizabeth Soto
Ryan J. Spedden
Claire Sperber
Laron Michael Stewart
Michael Tayyon Storey
Hannah Grace Strube
Amna Waqar Syed
Ronald Rafael Tavarez
Rianna Lenae Thomas
Clark E. Trone
Brooklynn K. Urban
Tamara Ann Warehime
Mya Williams
Tatiana Vashti Williams
Jenna Michelle Wilson
Karen Yamileth Zayas
Tony Zheng

WOMEN’S & GENDER STUDIES

Amiliana F. Berry
Samuel Allen Smith
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MASTER'S DEGREE

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Lesly Gabriela Benitez
Kailee Martin Hefner
Tracey Love
Alexandria Monroe
Vernell Janice Walker

INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY
Christine Diana Berry
Elizabeth Dahl
Stefania Teresa Foata
Sarah Elizabeth Gallagher
Melissa Reyes Gomez
Jenny Hall
Marie Elizabeth Livingston
Ashley Lowe McKeefery
Patricia Ann Medeiros
Neil Ralph
Lauren Ruth Riddell
Nicolette Denise Sauls
Amanda C. Schienle
Katelyn Marie Tracey
Magdalena Malena Watts
Ethan Russell Young

READING EDUCATION
Megan Marie Braley

SPECIAL EDUCATION
Jennifer Lynn Casciotta
Sarah Lynn Cavagna
Destiny R. Cromer
Shaila Cummings
Monica P. Dec
Alejandra Sofia Farias
Sydney E. Fox
Jessica Lynn Gallison
Wendy Jayne Gillick
Lindsey Marisa Goldstein
Abigail Elizabeth Hayes
Charlotte E. Hill
Katherine Lorena Jarquin
Rachel Victoria Kessler
Madeline M. Ketner
Farah Kinani

TEACHING
Alexandra Lilian Kommel
Danielle M. Lawrence
Aimee Elizabeth Layer
Christopher Joseph Layer
Amanda Renee Love
Natalie Helena Lukehart
Roy Michael Lynn
Ashley Virginia Marijan
Naja Shereece McAdam
Hannah McVey
Caroline Monroe
Laura Suzanne Murphy
Meghan O’Brien
Yuko Mochizuki Schultheis
Julian Angus Michael Singh
Heather Michelle Sprinkle
Deanna Margarete Strausbaugh
Alexis Diamond Thompson
Alanna Lynne Tinsman
Javier Valera
Kelci Veney

TRANSFORMATIONAL EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP
Brittany S. Atkins
Jessica R. Bailey
Jourdin Taneal Barber
Sade Bell
Beverly Ann Brown
Robert Thomas Cooke
Marquia S. Cooley
Kelley A. Fisher
Valencia Shuntel Gilliard
Katherine Marie Holm
Jennifer Elizabeth Howard
Jarrett Jackson Ingram
Darricka LaShae Jackson
Kelsey Elizabeth Jarvis
Allison Nicole Jones
Rachel Elizabeth Kostelec
Kristie Lea Mattingly
Megan Dawn McBreen
Stephanie Nicole Mojibola
Wendy Marie Morelli
Bridgette Morrissey
Joshua Adam Ober
Jocelyn Desiree Providence
Savannah Brooke Read
Tenille Cathy Robinson
John Robinson Jr.
Michiko Cathy Simpson
Caroline F. Sneller
Taylor Brooke Stappler
Melissa Lynn White
Elizabeth Kathleen Wyant

POST-BACCALAUREATE CERTIFICATE

EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATOR I
Elliott Ryan Albidress
Iliza Bartkowski
Nicolette Victoria Briell
Matthew Adam Cobb
Megan Kathleen Briell
Holly Flanagan
Nora Stedman Flanzraich
Jessica Harget
Sarah Margaret Hipley
Nastasha Knight
Bridget Theresa Lang
Kristen Victoria Maygers
Lee Pollak
Michiko Kenny Simpson
Jennifer Hisley Sklar
Megan Kathleen Smith
Brittany Michelle Sobocinski
Kara Lynn Sostre
Shonna Antoinette Stenson-Cromer
Mary Frances Sysyn
Patricia Lynn Treherm

FOUNDATIONS OF SPECIAL EDUCATION
Jennifer Lynn Casciotta
Sarah Lynn Cavagna
Monica P. Dec
Alejandra Sofia Farias
Wendy Jayne Gillick
Charlotte H. Hill
Katherine Lorena Jarquin
Rachel Victoria Kessler
Madeline M. Ketner
Farah Kinani
Alexandra Lilian Kommel
Danielle M. Lawrence
Aimee Elizabeth Layer
Christopher Joseph Layer
Amanda Renee Love
Natalie Helena Lukehart
Roy Michael Lynn
Naja Shereee McAdam
Caroline Monroe
Laura Suzanne Murphy
Meghan O'Brien
Yuko Mochizuki Schultheis
Julian Angus Michael Singh
Deanna Margarete Strausbaugh
Alexis Diamond Thompson
Alanna Lynne Tinsman
Javier Valera

ONLINE LEARNING & TEACHING
Christine Diana Berry

SCHOOL LIBRARY MEDIA
Lisa Marie Anderson
Marianne Elaine Barno
Laura Devuono
Angela Maria Houdeshell
Georgia Piangetis
Melissa Mary Swanson
Erik Michael Vreeland

TEACHING ENGLISH LEARNERS
Latrice Sheree Chase
Elise McCoy

BACHELOR’S DEGREE
EARLY CHILDHOOD & SPECIAL EDUCATION
Tatjana Austin
Destiny Angelica Hope Balmaceno-Criss
Nicole Rose Bryan
Nancy Sullivan Cahill
Teresa B. Coreas-Reyes
Kayla Michelle D’Amico
Rowan Elayna Derrick
Hannah Elizabeth Easter
Brenda Veronica Elseroad
Hagmsh Fiseha
Emily Caroline Gray
Roxann Guel-Segovia
Kaiya Chanice Harris
Victoria Patricia Herron
Molly Elizabeth Horner
Adriana Yeajin Imes
Eboni S. Johnson
Rebecca Nicole Kiewe
Meghan Elizabeth Krulock
Anthony J. Landaverde
Madeline Markoff
Kayla Roxanne Moore
Genevieve Lyzzette Pajuelo
Abigail Rane Rohmiller
Kaylee Madison Siler
Grace Marie Smith
Kayla Jeanine Taylor
Lynnsie Joy Tressler
Jazmin Marie Venable
Madison Paige Vernon
Caitlin Webster
Jordan Nicole Whittaker
Niyah Jahve’ Williams

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Kiersten Peyton Anawalt
Melany Yaneth Angel Beltran
Valencia Yvette Baldwin
Naomi Carrington Barnett
Lesly Gabriela Benitez
Skylar Joanelle Benson

Perla Borjas
Sonia Katherine Boukanov
Grace Elizabeth Brown
Karla Beronica Canas
Amber Renee Coakley
Sylvia Corregidor Sanchez
Angel R. Cyrus
Susy Yolanda Dominguez
Thomas Eppeley
Jordan Fogo
Diana Paola Goldberg Doupe
Caitlyn Gray
Jordan Catherine Greaver
Rebecca Tara Greenwald
Allison Rivers Harwood
Anna Shantae-Ellie Jackson
Maria D. Lizarraga Suarez
Grace Anne McCarthy
Danielle Elizabeth Merrill
Autumn R. Miller
Kristen Lula Nicholas
Claude Vanessa Noubie
Isabel Luisa Osorio
Madalyn Nicole Ozgar
Maria Ximena Perez-Armas
Nayeli M Rivas Martinez
Courtney D. Sakota
Haley Lynn Short
Hannah Elisabeth Shuman
Mariana Soto Perez
Mackenzie Lynn Sweitzer
Arianna Jaya Thomas
Kelly Jean Wood
Melissa Yeniceli

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Anahi Celest Aguilera
Leah Jadyn Alkire
Brianna Nicole Avery
Caroline G. Bateman
Hayley Nicole Beutel
Carissa Paige Bomia
Rachel Elisabeth Brown
Jessica M. Callahan
Taylor Kathryn Carista
Julia Rose Christoffersen
Emma Ann Clark
Kayla Ryan Coffield
Caitlin Eileen Cox
Victoria Rose Crawford
Kelsey T. Culbert
Brianna Dyson
Victoria Marie Engleman
Riley Nichole Fitch
Taliyah Francis
Natalie Taylor Gatton
Andrew Thomas Gleeson
Bella Rose Gleim
Atlana Renee Groff
Asjaare Danielle Guity
Sara C. Harsanyi
Mary Lise Heintz
Jordan Paige Higgs
Stacie Ann Hill
Jasmine Nami Hogan
Karmyn Alyssa Johnson
Emma Keene Jones
Jenna C. Jones
Suhyun Kim
Jessica Elizabeth Lamb
Brook Lambert
Xiaoyin Li
Mackenzie Lynn Louise Masters
Kenia Dayanara Medina-Velazquez
Riley Piper Minner
Logan Joseph Nave
Mackenzie J Neilon
Lyndsey Renee Olaacki
Alexis Dean O'Neill
Anna Lynn Osterhouse
Melissa Dorita Perla
Kayla A. Pringle
Kurtis Joshua Reichert
Cailan Brei Ryan
Marisa Noel Santoro
Aubrey Jean Schaffer
Hailey Schwartz
Devani Petal Sharma
Hannah Nicole Stevenson
Aubrey Swayne
Alyssa Lauren Theimer
Zoe Lynn Vanskiver
Mayra Ventura
Hannah Liberty Walters
Andie Nicole Weitzman
Caleyia Shanice White
Sarah Elizabeth Winkler
Juliana M. Zeller

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION & SPECIAL EDUCATION
Karla Vanessa Avelar Rodriguez
Jordan Nicole Baylin
Yesica Marcela Benitez
Katherine Patricia Benitez Peraza
Katelyn Marie Bensen
Eliana Yael Bradley-Bunkin
Ajay Jagdish Branch
Ashley Rose Burnett
Bessy Gabriela Canales Flores
Saraih Alejandra Chaparro
Alyson Conaway
Kelsey Lynne Culler
Sophie Lynne Daniels
Corinne DeStefano
Ashley Damary Diaz
Abigail Jane Eshleman
Abigail Elizabeth Florenzo
Clarisse Anne Gonzales
Madeline Goodchild
Emma Grace Grantland
Kylie Eileen Hibbert-Williams
Stephanie Lynn Hinkley
Camille Isabel Hoffman
Lakeisha Felicia Holmes
Allyson Emily Hosza
Nicholas R. Hosza
Ashley Marie Kapp
Jenna Barrett Kay
Kassidy Kerrigan
Haleema Mahmood Khan
Erin King
Alexander Joseph Kovach Jr.
Julia Morgan Landis
Jordan Elizabeth Lennon
Makaiyla Diane Lineberger
Felicity Ann Lugay
Jasmine Danielle Macker
Megan Paige Malora
Catherine Marilyn Mata
Alexia Grace Mayo
Jalen Eve Mcbee Green
Aloysius Joseph O'Mara V
Makenna E. Parisi
Gabrielle Marie Pasko
Jordyn Elizabeth Pollitt
Lauren Anne Reeder
Sophia Lynne Renauer
Karen Reyes
Nicole M. Roark
Brooke Rosen
Emma Marie Ryan
Nicole Marie Santiago
Zoe G. Santiago
Brynn Marie Schaedel
Grace Elizabeth Smith
Megan Elizabeth Smith
Lucas Mariano Sturla
Katlyn Nicole Thomas
Anna-Katherine Torrico
Chrysal Truong
Mackenzie Brooke Underwood
Maribel Lidia Vigil
Hayli Warren
Ethan Noel Wettstein
Autumn Williams
Sophia M. Williams
Kaitlyn Leanne Willis
Hayley Renee Wincek
Laura Thomas Woods
Jenna Catherine Zavoya

MIDDLE SCHOOL EDUCATION
Jordan L. Almony
Javon T. Daniel
Alexis Marie Derosa
Cecilia S. Gonzalez
Mustafa Khan
Ryan John Estopace Padrique
Whitley Jo Allison Winstead

SPECIAL EDUCATION
Juliana Marie Beard
Caroline Ward Brady
Shannon Elizabeth Coggins
William Daniel Ferguson
Lindzie Patricia Gordon
Julia L. Murphy
Annabelle Ayden Small
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BACHELOR’S DEGREE

EXERCISE SCIENCE
Jesse Aberin Javier

SPORT MANAGEMENT
Malik Tyree Debrah

SPRING 2024

DOCTORAL PROGRAM

AUDIOLOGY

Madison Bresett
The thesis Examination of Occupational Stress, Personality Traits, and Demographics among U.S. Audiologists was completed under the supervision of Diana Emanuel and committee members Jenna Yeager and Ashley Gambino.

Katharine Buckheit
The thesis Estimating Stable Thresholds in Traditional and Gamified Tests of Spatial Release from Masking was completed under the supervision of William Bologna and committee members Erick Gallun and Ryan Murray.

Madison Cinnamo
The thesis A Systems-Level Approach for Assessing Speech Understanding in Noise: Self-Perception, Behavioral Performance, and the Auditory Brainstem Response was completed under the supervision of Saradha Ananthakrishnan and committee members William Bologna and Artice Weston.

Rory Donahue
The thesis A Systems-Level Approach for Assessing Speech Perception in Noise: Self-Perception, Behavioral Performance, and P1-N1-P2 Response was completed under the supervision of Saradha Ananthakrishnan and committee members Chhayakanta Patro and Amanda Kozlowski.

Samantha Goldsmith
The thesis The Pupillary Response of Normal Hearing Listeners in a Sound Localization Task: A Feasibility Study was completed under the supervision of Nirmal Srinivasan and committee members Chhayakanta Patro and Artice Weston.

Ciara Houlihan
The thesis Positioning Strategies of Young Adults with Normal Hearing in a Simulated Environment was completed under the supervision of William Bologna with committee members Nirmal Srinivasan and Artice Weston.

Kamryn James
The thesis Validating iOS-Based Pure Tone Audiogram Apps in Older Adults was completed under the supervision of Nirmal Srinivasan and committee members Diana Emanuel and Karen Day.

Radhika Kansangra
The thesis Measure of Cognitive Load Using Pupillometry During Speech in Noise Task: A Feasibility Study was completed under the supervision of Nirmal Srinivasan and committee members Chhayakanta Patro and Joyram Chakraborty.

Michela Machak
The thesis Leaving the Profession of Audiology: An Exploratory Analysis was completed under the supervision of Diana Emanuel and committee members Jeremy Donai and Rian Landers-Ramos.

Myles Marion
The thesis Validating Android-Based Pure Tone Audiogram Apps was completed under the supervision of Nirmal Srinivasan and committee members Diana Emanuel and Karen Day.

Sabrina Martinez
The thesis Self-Perceived, Behavioral, and Neural Correlates of Speech Understanding in Adverse Listening Conditions was completed under the supervision of Saradha Ananthakrishnan and committee members Chhayakanta Patro and Katherine Peitsch.

Natalie Martino
The thesis Connections Between Origin Pathway, Satisfaction and Perceptions of the Future of Audiology was completed under the supervision of Diana Emanuel and committee members Diane Williams and Ryan King-White.

Ellen Shephard
The thesis Recognition of Time-Gated Words: Effects of Peripheral vs. Central Electro-Acoustic Integration was completed under the supervision of Chhayakanta Patro and committee members Nirmal Srinivasan and Viral Tejani.
Aviya Singer
The thesis Cochlear Synaptopathy Student Musicians: Physiological Markers and Perceptual Consequences was completed under the supervision of Chhayakanta Patro and committee members William Bologna and Katherine Peitsch.

ENTRY-LEVEL OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

Mary Archer
The capstone Rehabilitation Education: A New Frontier for Breast Cancer Care was completed under the supervision of Michelle Lukin.

Mira Baum
The capstone Determining the Long-Term Occupational Needs of Mobility Service Dog Teams was completed under the supervision of Michelle Lukin.

Reanna Beatty
The capstone Supporting Individuals Living with a Disability-Related Traumatic Brain Injury: An Advocacy Guide was completed under the supervision of Kathleen Eglseder.

Jacqueline Blair
The capstone Improving Access: The Implementation of an Online Staff Training Program to Support Children with Challenging Behaviors in Community Programs was completed under the supervision of Ashley Lankford.

Abigail Brock
The capstone At Their Leisure: Improving Accessibility and Opportunities for Leisure Participation at the Community Ecology Institute was completed under the supervision of Jennifer Wingrat.

Emily Brown
The capstone Supporting Participation in Neurodivergent Participants Through Staff Training was completed under the supervision of Sonia Lawson.

Savannah Buonomo
The capstone Leisure and Mental Health Rehabilitation: Progressing Treatment Directives for Adolescents in Long-Term Residential Care was completed under the supervision of Ritu Goel.

Anisha Carr
The capstone Experiences and Attitudes Surrounding Interprofessional Collaboration in Universal Design: An Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis was completed under the supervision of Sonia Lawson.

Morgan Doolin
The capstone The Unique Role of Occupational Therapists in Providing Driver Rehabilitative Services was completed under the supervision of Sonia Lawson.

Cydney Dyson
The capstone The Sensory Spot: A Sensory-Based Lunch Intervention was completed under the supervision of Jennifer Wingrat.

Dominque Fernandez
The capstone Improving Well-being of Long-Term Stroke Survivors in a Community-based Program was completed under the supervision of Sonia Lawson.

Karleigh Gibbons
The capstone Improving Quality of Life for Care Partners of People with Parkinson’s Disease through Occupational Therapy Based Community Support Groups was completed under the supervision of Sonia Lawson.

Alexa Gonzalez
The capstone Hispanic and Latino Children of Immigrants: Perceptions of Community-Based Programming, Occupational Participation, and Barriers was completed under the supervision of Ritu Goel.

Brooke Hare
The capstone The Development of Educational Materials to Support Caregivers’ Adherence to At-Home Programming was completed under the supervision of Ashley Lankford.

Brianna Held
The capstone Implementation of the Zones of Regulation in an Outdoor, Community Setting to Promote Self-Regulatory Skills and Enhance Well-Being for both Neurotypical and Neurodiverse Children in the Community was completed under the supervision of Jennifer Wingrat.

Taylor Hughes
The capstone Development of Student Success Through Outdoor Play: Enhancing Self-regulatory Behaviors, Social-Emotional Health, and Academic Performance Within the School System was completed under the supervision of Jennifer Wingrat.

Lillian Kennedy
The capstone Utilizing Technology to Support Caregivers of Infants with Plagiocephaly was completed under the supervision of Sonia Lawson and committee member Jennifer Wingrat.

Emily Klemkowski
The capstone Sensory Self: Developing a Self Regulation Program for Neurodiverse Individuals was completed under the supervision of Michelle Luken.

Erin Michel
The capstone Groove & Grow: An OT-Based Dance Program for Autistic Children was completed under the supervision of Sonia Lawson and committee member Allysin Bridges-German.
Amy Miller
The capstone Trauma-Informed Care for Adverse Childhood Experiences was completed under the supervision of Sonia Lawson and committee member Ritu Goel.

Valerie Segal
The capstone From Silence to Support: Enhancing Rehabilitation Therapist Confidence in Addressing Sexuality Post-Spinal Cord Injury was completed under the supervision of Kathleen Eglseder.

Smitha Shalian
The capstone Sensory Synergy: An OT-Based Sensory Skills Program for Autistic Adults to Support Employment Participation was completed under the supervision of Matthew Burger.

Shayna Skurnik
The capstone Promoting Participation of Students with Severe Cognitive Disability in an Inclusive Classroom Setting was completed under the supervision of Ashley Lankford.

POST-PROFESSIONAL OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
Kelsey McGonigle
The capstone Occupational Therapy Interventions: Extended Stay Patients on an Inpatient Child and Adolescent Psychiatry Unit was completed under the supervision of Beth Merryman.

Madison Staub
The capstone Increasing the Understanding of Episodic Care in Outpatient Pediatric Occupational Therapy: Therapists’ and Caregivers’ Perspectives was completed under the supervision of Ashley Lankford.

John Toohey
The capstone Assistive Technology for Long-Term Stroke Survivors was completed under the supervision of Sonia Lawson.

Briana Valdez-Ramos
The capstone People Healing People: A Peer Mentorship Program for Individuals with Spinal Cord Injury was completed under the supervision of Kathleen Eglseder.

MASTER’S DEGREE
ATHLETIC TRAINING
Angelica Alicea
Emily Madison Birckhead
Sara A. Crawford
Nicholas R. Griffin
Nicole Marie Hazelwood
Kelli Michelle Kaiser
Rachel Anne Knicley
Jaymie Marie Lightbourne
William J. Needum
Rebecca L. Perry
Tyler Rae Reid
Jeanette Welch
Jordan H.G. White
Rickee Yates

HEALTH SCIENCE
Pamela Belen Arrazola
Ameyu Gutema Ayana
Bianca Marissa Coates
Lori Kay DeLester
Marisol Carmen Lee
Christen Elizabeth McAree

May Moh Moh
Kaila Destinee Moore
Chioma Ogechukwu Obi
Sarah Michelle Sahadeo
Ramatulai Sesay
Steffany Iris Smith
Skyler Victoria Spinelli
Camille P. Vitoff
Grace Delaney Wyttenbach

NURSING
Heather Lynn Barone
Elizabeth Ann Boyle
Anna Lisa Dreisbach
Dawn Oteia Edwards
Hayley Rose Formichelli
Lynda Elisabeth Gottschalk
Kaitlyn Heo
Eric Brandon McWilliams
Molly Clair Sharpe
Arianna Elaine Shaw
Kimberly Evelyn Summers
Emily I. Vander Velden
Katherine Wigington
Mia-Faire Williams

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
Karina Aquiahautl Villagran
Jordyn Danielle Miller
Jazma Nicole Streeter

PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT STUDIES
Esther Zlata Neuman

SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY AND AUDIOLOGY
Juliana C. Barco
Kendall E. Bear
Rachel Beckman
Anna L. Blazer
Shoshannah Block
Allison Elena Bogdan
Laura E. Bonnington
Rebecca Cazes
Laura Lee Chicoarelli
Shalinil Eliza Colon
Dillon Kenneth Cox
Julia Dougherty
Kirsten Aspen Dunn
POST-BACCALAUREATE CERTIFICATE

AUTISM STUDIES
Jenni Lynn Connell
Megan Marie Cooper
Megan Leigh Haines
Christina Losquadro
Erin Marie Michel
April Lynn Richter

CLINICIAN TO ADMINISTRATOR TRANSITION
Katherine Colby Dumas
Abigail Grace Hartman

HEALTH LEADERSHIP
Bianca Marissa Coates
Sierra Niya Hall
Marisol Carmen Lee
May Moh Moh
Kaila Destinee Moore
Chioma Ogechukwu Obi
Sarah Michelle Sahadeo
Ramatulai Sesay
Alexandra Rose Simpler

BACHELOR’S DEGREE

ALLIED HEALTH
Bethany Paige Chassagne
Rachael R. Dolloff
Tammy Lynn Elliot
Kate Heidari
Samantha Lynn Samples
Stephanie Seiders
Casey Anne Storck

EXERCISE SCIENCE
Paiton L. Abbott
Eilem Steisy Aguilar
Lauren Marie Ahern
Dexchellyn Cabato Amata
Temilolaoluwa Amusan
Casey Daniel Ayers
Jayla Banks
Olivia Marie Barnhart
Caden Bass

Brenna Elizabeth Baus
London Renay Bell
Adam Bonanno
Evan Ryan Bota
Sara Ashley Breeden
Keaton Jelan Brown
Shelby Michael Brown
Sylvanus Brown
Aaliyah Soleil Butts
Jaylen E. Cheek
Jordan Janelle Coaxum
Danyelle Arlene Cole
Isabella Catalina Collazo
Samantha Nicole Copenhaver
Cara Cunane
Luke S. Delrosario
Karlie Irene Dixon
Louis Michael Endrich
Julie Elizabeth Fuchsluger
Madison Nicole Garland
Kylie Octavio Gaspay
Nicole Ashley Germershausen
Regina Elizabeth Giesler
Sarah Elizabeth Girot
Amanda Good
Devon Joseph Gratz
Nathaniel William Gray
Jalen M. Harrington
Brittani Nicole Hayden
La’tavia M. Henderson
Elijah Henein
Kevin Rafael Hernandez
Aliyah Johnson
Taiye Eleasia Johnson
Jaylen Q. Jones
Alexandros Kyriacos Kakoulis
Joseph Kinder
Mackenzie Lynn Lake
Madigan Leigh Laramore
Antonia Cate Lawson
Thomas J. Legge
Daniel Adam Ludwig
Jonathan Alexander Maheu
Susan Jiamin Maranto
Ryan A. Marciniak
Taylor Simone Mason
Tiffany Maggie Matulis
Hayden Alyse Menter
Kai Ayanna Merriman
Eva Leah Michelson
Lauren Elizabeth Miller
Jordan Laurie Montier

Ian Francis-O’Flaherty Espey
Suvi Falu
Gina Marie Ferrari
Hanna Renee Gaskin
Mackenzie M. Gilbert
Colleen N. Granata
Isabelle Marie Hooker
Jenna Rose Ignasiak
Crystal H. Joseph
Jenna Kimberly Kaplan
Caroline A. Kelly
Megan C. Libonate
Rachel L. Lusby
Madison Maine
Jacqueline Elizabeth Mallon
Sarah Margaret Mathes
Kathleen Anne McClellan
Natalie Louise Miller
Hayley Jessica O’Connor
Madison Rae Paige
Hailey Catherine Payne
Katarina Marie Piera
Sabrina Katherine Ramos
Nicole Romano
Ora Rooshanshad
Emma Sadowski
Joyce O. Sanya
Rachel Eden Schneider
Christopher Sharkey
Oluwatobi Oyinkansola Shekon
Mackenzie Shelley
Hannah Ruth Smelkinson
Grace L. Staples
Emily Louise Swecker
Emily Elizabeth Valazza
Ariana Thi Khanh Wall
Michelle Yi Wang
Shayla M. Ware
Olivia Wassman
Kara Elizabeth Weikert
Jillian C. Weinman
Juliette Winnard
Gabrielle Nicole Woska

POST-BACCALAUREATE CERTIFICATE

AUTISM STUDIES
Jenni Lynn Connell
Megan Marie Cooper
Megan Leigh Haines
Christina Losquadro
Erin Marie Michel
April Lynn Richter

CLINICIAN TO ADMINISTRATOR TRANSITION
Katherine Colby Dumas
Abigail Grace Hartman

HEALTH LEADERSHIP
Bianca Marissa Coates
Sierra Niya Hall
Marisol Carmen Lee
May Moh Moh
Kaila Destinee Moore
Chioma Ogechukwu Obi
Sarah Michelle Sahadeo
Ramatulai Sesay
Alexandra Rose Simpler

BACHELOR’S DEGREE

ALLIED HEALTH
Bethany Paige Chassagne
Rachael R. Dolloff
Tammy Lynn Elliot
Kate Heidari
Samantha Lynn Samples
Stephanie Seiders
Casey Anne Storck

EXERCISE SCIENCE
Paiton L. Abbott
Eilem Steisy Aguilar
Lauren Marie Ahern
Dexchellyn Cabato Amata
Temilolaoluwa Amusan
Casey Daniel Ayers
Jayla Banks
Olivia Marie Barnhart
Caden Bass

Brenna Elizabeth Baus
London Renay Bell
Adam Bonanno
Evan Ryan Bota
Sara Ashley Breeden
Keaton Jelan Brown
Shelby Michael Brown
Sylvanus Brown
Aaliyah Soleil Butts
Jaylen E. Cheek
Jordan Janelle Coaxum
Danyelle Arlene Cole
Isabella Catalina Collazo
Samantha Nicole Copenhaver
Cara Cunane
Luke S. Delrosario
Karlie Irene Dixon
Louis Michael Endrich
Julie Elizabeth Fuchsluger
Madison Nicole Garland
Kylie Octavio Gaspay
Nicole Ashley Germershausen
Regina Elizabeth Giesler
Sarah Elizabeth Girot
Amanda Good
Devon Joseph Gratz
Nathaniel William Gray
Jalen M. Harrington
Brittani Nicole Hayden
La’tavia M. Henderson
Elijah Henein
Kevin Rafael Hernandez
Aliyah Johnson
Taiye Eleasia Johnson
Jaylen Q. Jones
Alexandros Kyriacos Kakoulis
Joseph Kinder
Mackenzie Lynn Lake
Madigan Leigh Laramore
Antonia Cate Lawson
Thomas J. Legge
Daniel Adam Ludwig
Jonathan Alexander Maheu
Susan Jiamin Maranto
Ryan A. Marciniak
Taylor Simone Mason
Tiffany Maggie Matulis
Hayden Alyse Menter
Kai Ayanna Merriman
Eva Leah Michelson
Lauren Elizabeth Miller
Jordan Laurie Montier

Ian Francis-O’Flaherty Espey
Suvi Falu
Gina Marie Ferrari
Hanna Renee Gaskin
Mackenzie M. Gilbert
Colleen N. Granata
Isabelle Marie Hooker
Jenna Rose Ignasiak
Crystal H. Joseph
Jenna Kimberly Kaplan
Caroline A. Kelly
Megan C. Libonate
Rachel L. Lusby
Madison Maine
Jacqueline Elizabeth Mallon
Sarah Margaret Mathes
Kathleen Anne McClellan
Natalie Louise Miller
Hayley Jessica O’Connor
Madison Rae Paige
Hailey Catherine Payne
Katarina Marie Piera
Sabrina Katherine Ramos
Nicole Romano
Ora Rooshanshad
Emma Sadowski
Joyce O. Sanya
Rachel Eden Schneider
Christopher Sharkey
Oluwatobi Oyinkansola Shekon
Mackenzie Shelley
Hannah Ruth Smelkinson
Grace L. Staples
Emily Louise Swecker
Emily Elizabeth Valazza
Ariana Thi Khanh Wall
Michelle Yi Wang
Shayla M. Ware
Olivia Wassman
Kara Elizabeth Weikert
Jillian C. Weinman
Juliette Winnard
Gabrielle Nicole Woska
HEALTH CARE MANAGEMENT

Foluso Kikelomo Rachel Alonge
Amoya Tianna Anderson
Maliyah Shalim Anderson
Christina Uloma Anyalewechi
Tracy Naa Shida Archampong
Lillyanne Makenzie Bartosch
Elijah Adrian Boswell
Kennedy Renea Bryant
Ayushi Chaturvedi
Tamara Louise Chin
Sydney Claire Chmar
Adrienne Jana Davis
Samantha N. Decarlo
Judy Do
Melanie Frances Dobrovic
Ryan Nicole Donnelly
Samari Constance Ellison
Pier Jarod Espejo
Amanda Paige Fisher
Dejone Arjae Fowler
Joshua Brenden Hardy
Sierra Hart
Samantha Nicole Hawes
Marcellis Savion Johnson
Taylor Jaelynn Johnson
Grace Margarete Kerbe
Saraiah A. Khaled
Edward Kim
Jerrell I. King
Austin Kraus
Bijita Lamichhane
Maya Janae Lee
Victoria R. Lioi
Ashley Jane Magpayo
Tory Alvin McCaa
Allison Maria McCord
Anna Marie Melendez
Khadija Lulu Muhammad
Tyler Brigitte Muniz
Faith Murphy
Hannah Nicole Parker
Sonah Dinesh Patel
Tiara A. Proctor
Christian Requa
Taylor Alexandra Resatar
Edgaro Yassir Rivera Lopez
Grace Anne Rogers
Sarbrina Martha Saltibus
Izabella Pamor San Juan
Anne Elizabeth Shipley
Isabel Juliet Siegel
Victoria N. Solano

Alexander Baptist Tateossian
Vicki Thi Van
Shay Elizabeth Walker
Briana Charise Wright

NURSING

Hidajete Ademi
Josie Elizabeth Allshouse
Kristina Jordan Bach
Nountenin Barry
Logyn Reese Beckwith
Sara Mae Bennett
Angela Beverly
Kristen Lynn Blair
Kenneth Ryan Bonee
Carlos Alberto Bonilla Guzman
Emma Catherine Border
Caitlyn Noel Bova
Uduak Briggs
Lyris Brown
Cydney Bulluck
Juan Bustamante
Amanda Faye Cajigas
Kristi Chau
Catherine Lynn Clarke
Yakirah Clay
Jewel Charletha Collins
Georgia Olwyn Cowie
Liam Michael Crosby
Soofi Daneshpour
Briana Carolyn-Marie DeMarcy
Raguiatou Diallo
Diana Ngoc Dinh
Marissa Jane DiNunzio
Jessica Morgan Endlich
Warren Michael Englehart
Flora Stergou Fantis
Ilene Fanua
Victoria Ohuwayemisi Fasheun
Jamie Lynn Fedeline
Angel Rosamia Santos Francis
Sophia Fuentes
Aubrie G. Gandra
Kelley J. Garrison
Joseph John Giglio
Sydney Marie Gosnell
Crystal Marie Gray
Imani Janaa Greene
Abigail Grohman
Julia Kay Guilfoyle
Alyssa Marie Gunesdogdu
Julia Noelle Haley

FITNESS & WELLNESS LEADERSHIP

Miela Ruth Cohen
Brian Williams

GERONTOLOGY

Elizabeth Marilyn Ervin
Christelle Laurette Etienne
Ivy Rose Maria Friedlander
Deborah Yves Carmelle Gaston
Riley MacIntyre
Zyionna Shamiara Mckinstry
Max Harrison Sparks
Jillian Elaine Handel
Faith Cecilia Hill
Rachel Marie Hopson
Matthew William Howard
Leila Mohamed Ibrahim
Beulah Irabor
Hailey Nichole Jett
Mariel Talia Minaxi Juwillie
Changhee Kang
Stephanie Renee Kemmerer
Juliana Dawn Kennedy
Cindy King
Mahilet Kiro
Abdullah Alisher Kobiljonov
Colleen Mary Krein
Caroline Mchugh Krohn
Dakota Lynn Lowe
Jayla Chanel Lowery
Justice Morgan Lynch
Elisabeth M. Maddox
Kassandra Edinam Mante
Francesca Marie Martinazzi
Alina Candace Marie Masten
Stahimili Suleman Mbena
Leah Marjorie McClelland
Clayton Ray McKinzie
Kayla Brooke Miller
Lydia Carolyn Miller
Lesley Monzerrat Montenegro
Jessica Renee Murray
Kaylee Danielle Oden
Yetunde Grace Odunjo
Oloruntunmibi Constance Olorunfemi
Caitlin Owings
Hanna Nicole Parker
Abigail Grace Paul
Kristen Elizabeth Puglisi
Balkisou J. Rahim
Daisy Ramirez
Kyrene Kreidel Soverry Ramirez
Paola Sabrina Reyes
Sophie Rosenbloom
Caroline Renee Rosenthal
Kelly Marie Rowan
Emily Paige Rupard
Christina Renee Sakellaris
Arlene Loera Salinas
Italy Mcelroy Sandgren
Olivia Sydnae Scarano
Veronica Jean Schweitzer
Kendall Sheehy

Teonna L. Simmons
John Daniel Smith
Jessica Kathryn Stephens
Yolanda Torres
Lakena C. Tucker
Gulnur Tulegenova
Jennifer Umana
Madeline Grace Wallace
Kierra Nicole Waller
Katherine Elizabeth Walsh
Chadonnae Georgette Wedderburn
Cynthia Yank
Rachel Elizabeth Young
Ariana Gemaire Zopfi

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
John J. Blaek
Morgan K. Duly
Marissa Marie Ehrman
Alaina Eleanor Grace Jackson
Wendy Jimenez
William Kevin Jordan
Leonard Norbert Lehner
Olivia Louise Ness
Chloe May Parkinson
Sarah Ellen Shea
Christopher Michael Wunder

PUBLIC HEALTH
Paige Ann Abbott
Biddi Carine Bangamwabo
Kaylani Asmiyana Barcinas
Danette Sade’ Bell
Naomi Ida De Roxas Bilan
Arianna Josephine Checchia
Nathaniel Patrick Conklin
Rickayla Dixon
Latavia D’Neil Edwards
Nasja C. Green
Maya Linnea Hansson
Benjamin Holy
Habab Muzzammil Ibrahim
Mary Frances Ugochukwu Igweze
Sharon Uchechi Irabor
Fatima Jaber
Amaya Jasmine Jones
Mikayla I. Jones
Sydney Ariel Jones
Camryn Arista Kay
Anthony Kenion
Danielle Calliea King

Ismael Konate
Kumba M. Konowewa
Zachary Justin Mananghaya
Mia Medic
Shiela Montague
Abenezer Daniel Negeri
Sarah Seiwa Nyarko
Adaobi Crystal Obiora
Michelle I. Onianwah
Wasilat Oyindamola Oyekan
Ngun Neih Par
Aaliyah Philippe-Auguste
Shifa Qureshi
Kiersten Lynn Randall
Elizabeth Cordelia Singh
Marie Christine Stack
Joelle Adora Starling
Denise Weil
Maria Victoria Weinberg-Watts
Asia Womack
Jocelyn Renee Woods

SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY AND AUDIOLOGY
Zaire Maya Abraham
Maria Valentina Aguirre Gutierrez
Kelly Sharlyn Alvarenga
Olivia Leigh Berge
Jaira Alexandria Megan Bivens
Molly Ryanne Bloom
Alyssa M. Boltz
Bailey Rose Borkowski
Zachery Alexander Boyce
Morgan Renee Brandenburg
Jaida Cain
Christopher Sayre Caldwell
Soo In Cho
Giovanna Marie Davis
Aryeh Y. Devorah
Alyssa Regina Dolan
Lewis Raphael Cruz Espiritu
Sara Marie Ferrara
Phoebe Kathryn Fetzer
Mikalyn Alice Gatewood
Deborah Anne Gnocou
Makena Autumn Hammill
Deajah Monee Harris
Makyia B. Henderson
Kaylla Ashlee Hower
Lindsey Kelly
Courtney Elizabeth King
Madeleine Teresa Klansek
Emily Keller Levy
Rayvyn Danielle Lewis
Elizabeth Ann Lund
Jillian Winter McKellar
Danielle Rose Mc%2F%20Knight
Bethlehem Abebe Mengesha
Molly Rose Meyers
Josiah Timothy Nuguid
Kirsten Livel Pascual
Kennedy Perry
Rachel L. Plumbly
Cristen Johanna Roche
Jillian Taylor Rohde
Grace Rebecca Schwendeman
Rheyna Rishawna Senior
Liza Nicole Shours
Katerina Isabella Singh
Kayla Sparks
Baleigh Christine Spriggs
Ong Su Jun
Aimee Taylor Sylvester
Ava Bella Cassidy Twitty
Laurel Diane Urcia
Allison Vanisko
Gabriella I. Villars
Lacey Nicole Wall
Kaitlyn Elizabeth White
Taylor Diane Wright

SPORT MANAGEMENT
Morgan L. Argubright
Mason Wayne Ayotte
Theodore Jacob Bearor
Chanel Belton
Caleb Hunter Benkwitt
Christopher Benson
Brian J. Benzing
Morgan Lyann Bomberger
Austin Reade Bricker
Aidan William Brown
Aiden Phillip Burke
Lexi Ann Childress
Curtis Cole Clark Jr.
Jesse Jerome Cobb III
Taylor Marie Crump
Thomas Patrick Curtin
Julian Allen Day
Tayia Nicole Ferguson
Cole Jeffrey Fortmuller
Theodore L. Franz

Nicholas Joseph Hall
Jake Chandler Harris
Nicolas James Heseltine
Brian Huynh
Malik Jamar Jackson
Ethan Christopher Jensen
Nathaniel Kent
Jonathan Ji-Hwan Kim
Max Raimi Klein
Jailen Natorie Langhorne
Tristan Laperriere
Patrick Callanan Lavelle
Paul Scott Lebert
Jacey Kayla Paulina Lewis
Kai J. Maclang
Lindsey Emma Marshall
Evan Christopher Martin
Patrick George McDonald
Patrick B. McElhaney
Alyssa Rae McLaughlin
Curtis Lee Murray Jr.
Jason David Narvaez
Chase Paar
Jung C. Park
Zachary J. Reed
Jacob Burke Rivers
Aaron Charles Rowell Jr.
Sasha M. Ruppert
Maya Justine Schiller
Reed Thomas Sells
Marie Andrea Semou
Christopher David Shores
Aayinde Torkwase Smith
Aidan D. Smith
Jason Dennis Smith
Lily Coral Sorbello
Robert Barry Sparks
Kyler Vinton Sunderland
Carmelo Richard Torres
Sydney Sophia Tucker
Anthony Dominic Vacca II
Ryan M. Van Meter
Connor James Walsh
Ryan Patrick Whitty
UNIVERSITY LEADERSHIP

Board of Regents of the University System of Maryland

Linda R. Gooden
Chair
Geoff Gonella
Vice Chair
Louis Pope
Treasurer
William T. Wood
Assistant Treasurer
Michelle A. Gourdine
Secretary
Robert D. Rauch
Assistant Secretary
Kevin Atticks
ex officio
Kevin A. Anderson
ex officio

Towson University Foundation Board of Directors

Edna Primrose ‘84
President
Kim Fabian ‘88
Vice President
Patricia Hoge ‘81, ’82
Vice President
David M. Vohas
Vice President
Salvatore Correnti ‘82
Vice President
Christopher Evans ‘93
Treasurer
Christopher J. Cavallaro ‘01
Secretary
Eileen Auen ‘85
Raymond J. Brusca ‘80
Bradley S. Chambers ‘91
Thomas Coard ‘00
Ira W. Cox ‘88
David Diaz ‘99
Douglas Erdman ‘80
Susan Ganz
Nancy Grasmick ‘61
Paul-Sean Gray ‘88
Anthony Hamlett Sr. ’76
Stephanie Johnson ‘95
Hugh Breslin
Ellen Fish
Anwar Hasan
Robert Hur
Isiah (Ike) Leggett
Charles T. McMillen
Yehuda Neuberger
Douglas J.J. Peters
Steven Sibel
Robert L. Wallace
Andy Smarick
Josiah Parker
Student Regent
Farah Helal
Student Regent

University Officers

Mark R. Ginsberg
President
Melanie Perrault
Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic and Student Affairs
Ben Lowenthal
Senior Vice President for Finance and Chief Fiscal Officer
Vernon J. Hurte
Senior Vice President for Student Affairs and University Life
Stephen Jones Jr.
Senior Vice President for Campus Operations and Chief Operating Officer
Patricia Bradley
Vice President for Inclusion & Institutional Equity
Boyd Bradshaw
Vice President for Enrollment Management
Brian DeFilipps
Vice President for University Advancement
Steven Eigenbrot
Director of Athletics
Charles Herring
Director of Public Safety and Chief of Police
Daraius Irani
Vice President for the Division of Strategic Partnerships and Applied Research
Katie Maloney
Associate Vice President for Government Relations and Public Policy
Matthew Reinhart
Interim Vice President for Legal Affairs and General Counsel
Sean Welsh
Vice President for University Marketing and Communications

University Deans

Aneil Mishra
Dean, College of Business & Economics
Judy Harris
Associate Dean, College of Business & Economics
Lisa T. Simmons
Associate Dean, College of Business & Economics
Laurie Mullen
Dean, College of Education
Laila Richman
Associate Dean, College of Education
Regina Carlow
Dean, College of Fine Arts
& Communication
Greg Faller
Associate Dean, College of Fine Arts & Communication
Lisa Blowfield
Dean, College of Health Professions
Tab Uhrich
Associate Dean, College of Health Professions
Chris Chulos
Dean, College of Liberal Arts
Karen Goldrich Eskow
Associate Dean, College of Liberal Arts
Alhena Gadotti
Assistant Dean, College of Liberal Arts
Matthew Nugent
Dean, Fisher College of Science & Mathematics
Vonnie D.C. Shields
Associate Dean, College of Science & Mathematics
Suzanna Yaukey
Dean, University Libraries
Sidd Kaza
Dean, Graduate Studies, Associate Provost for Research
David Owney
Associate Dean, Graduate Studies
University Chairs

College of Business & Economics
Steven Isberg
Accounting
Chadong Han
Business Analytics & Technology Management
Melissa Groves
Economics
Susan Flaherty
Finance
Bart Debicki
Management
Erin Steffes
Marketing

College of Education
Janese Daniels
Early Childhood Education
Mahnaz Moallem
Educational Technology and Literacy
Judith Cruzado-Guerrero
Elementary Education
Carla Finkelstein
Instructional Leadership and Professional Development
Heather Haverback
Secondary and Middle School Education
Patricia Doran
Special Education

College of Fine Arts & Communication
Amy Koch
Art + Design, Art History, Art Education
Jennifer Potter
Communication Studies
Catherine Horta-Hayden
Dance
Ryan Murray
Electronic Media and Film
Stacy Spaulding
Mass Communication
Phillip Collister
Music
Julie Potter
Theatre Arts

College of Health Professions
Kaitlyn Wilson
Speech-Language Pathology & Audiology
H. Wayne Nelson Jr.
Health Sciences
Jaime DeLuca
Kinesiology
Hayley Mark
Nursing
Kendra Heatwole Shank
Occupational Therapy and Occupational Science

College of Liberal Arts
Erin Fehskens
English
Linda Oravec
Family Studies and Community Development
Jennifer Ballengee
Languages, Literatures & Cultures
Charles Schmitz
Geography and Environmental Planning
Christian Koot
History
Robert Tappan
Philosophy and Religious Studies
Michael Korzi
Political Science
Kerri A. Goodwin
Psychology
Jennifer Langdon
Sociology: Anthropology and Criminal Justice
Kate Wilkinson
Women’s and Gender Studies

Fisher College of Science & Mathematics
Peko Tsuji
Biological Sciences
John Sivey
Chemistry
Michael McGuire
Computer & Information Sciences
Sandy Spitzer
Mathematics
Jennifer E. Scott
Physics, Astronomy and Geosciences

Library
Mary Gilbert
Claire Holmes

Key University Leaders

American Association of University Professors
Elin Lobel

Graduate Student Association
Jermaine Bell
Alice Klein
Madison Paige
Brianna Safran
Samuel Little
Sheldon Miller

Student Government Association
Jordan Colquitt
Damon Edwards II
Zikiyaa Moody
Mayra Corea
Chris Omisore

Towson University Staff Senate
Heather Sorenson ’95
Andrew Rosenblum ’10
Keisha Bownes ’04
Vickie Hook
Greg Primrose ’08
Theresa Jenkins ’08

Towson University Academic Senate
Bart Debicki
Stephen Scales
Maria João Lobo Atunes
Ellen Hordrogiannis
Melanie Perreault
Cynthia Cooper


EVENT INFORMATION

Bilingual Volunteers
Volunteers who speak a language in addition to English will be wearing colorful buttons stating their additional fluency.

Ceremony Captioning Service
Scan the QR code for access to ceremony captions directly on your phone. Please note: Because the number of downloads for this service is limited per ceremony, we ask guests to consider others who may need this service before downloading.

Ceremony Length
Each ceremony lasts approximately 90 minutes to two hours, depending on the number of degree candidates in each ceremony.

Concessions
Water is available free at concession stands (60 minutes before start of ceremony) that will remain open throughout the ceremony. Water may be taken to guest seats.

Degree Candidate Procession
The degree candidates will be in alphabetical order when the procession enters the arena, alternating on each side. The JumboTron allows family and guests to see all candidates well, despite not knowing on which side they will enter the arena.

Emergencies
Contact Office of Public Safety 410-704-4444 and/or 911. The location of TU Arena is 7500 Osler Drive or the following coordinates: 39.38980 -76.61565.

First Aid
A first aid station is located at section 102 in TU Arena. Please see a TU staff member for assistance.

Gifts
TU merchandise can be purchased outside of TU Arena before and after each ceremony.

Lost and Found
Lost and found items can be claimed by contacting a staff member on the day of the ceremonies or after by calling the information desk of the University Union, 410-704-4636.

Lost Child
If a child has been separated from their family, immediately notify the nearest TU event staff member or police officer, who will attend to the child. TUPD can be reached at 410-704-4444.

Mobility Impaired Assistance
Seating: These areas are located on the concourse level of TU Arena in the black club seats and are limited to the person with mobility impairment plus one guest. Guests in wheelchairs can be accommodated on the concourse level in sections 102, 106 and 110.

Mobility Assistance Transport: This service will be available to take those individuals in need of mobility assistance transport from the Towson Center lobby to TU Arena. Service will continue through and after the ceremony until all guests have been transported back to the Towson Center lobby.

Shuttle Service: Shuttle buses will run continuously between the Union Garage and the Towson Center 90 minutes before the ceremony, during the ceremony and for 90 minutes after each ceremony. Regular shuttle routes will not be in operation.

Names are Meant to be Heard
At Commencement, we ask guests to be kind and courteous when you hear your student’s name for the sake of our faculty, our friends, our families and our students. Please be respectful with applause so that all names can be heard at Commencement.

Restrooms
Restrooms are located throughout the concourse and behind sections 101, 105, 106 and 107. An all-gender bathroom is located near Room 211.

Seating
Tickets are not assigned to specific sections of the arena. Seating is open on a first-come, first-served basis, with the exception of limited areas marked as reserved or for special needs.

Sensory-Friendly Resources
A quiet and low-lighting space for attendees is located on the first floor of the arena. Please ask an attendant for assistance if you need to visit this space.
Sign Language Interpreters
Sign language interpreters are located in section 104 of the arena. Anyone needing this service can go to section 104 and an usher will help seat you. Sign language interpretation will also be embedded in the ceremony live stream.

Social Media
Share how #TUproud you are of your graduate! Tag @towsonuniversity in your posts and follow along for ceremony updates.

Tickets
All guests must have a ticket to enter. There will not be a Will Call.

Video Recordings
All ceremonies will be streamed live. This will be done as it was in the past, which is an embedded video player at the top of towson.edu/commencement. In addition, TU will post all ceremonies in their entirety on YouTube within 48 to 72 hours.
Towson University’s policies, programs and activities comply with federal and state laws and University System of Maryland regulations prohibiting discrimination on the basis of race, color, religion, age, national origin, sex, disability and sexual orientation.

Towson University is a smoke-free campus.